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The beginning of another year ... . 
new faces .... new friends .... new challenges. 
registration ... . 
dorm life ... . 
getting adjusted .... 





Freshman achievement No.1 .... the Bonftre 
... . crisp autumn afternoons .... young and 
old cheer the team to victory .... Go Bears! 
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Books laid aside ... time to let loose ... . hard 
rock, psych, and soul .... open parties .... 




Each of us takes from these four years what 
he will .... noisy hours .... quiet moments 
... a guitar and a song .... classes and 











Class of '72 .... Welcome Frosh .... 
Orientation .... CCC .... Beat F & M 
.... History or CMP .... Mandrake Mem-
orial Concert with Juniors ... new idea of 
class structure with the sophomores .. .. 
UNITY! 
16 
Class Offi cers-F. Bronchello, Treasurer; L. Kissell , Secretary; L. 




Class Officers-A. Novak, Vice-President; S. Sweet, 




Class of '71 .... old ideas in 
entertainment .... new ideas 
in class structure .... a means 
for social innovation .... con-
centration on individual a-





Class of '70 . . . . just one more year . . . . 
concerts . . . . The Intruders .... Mandrake 
Memorial with the Frosh .... Junior Class 
Party . . . . the return of Showboat . .. swinging 
dances. 
J. Haley, C. Pizont, K. Gliwa, N. Romney, K. Day, C. Biever, S. 
T rexler. 
Class Officers-B. Burrill, vice-president; L. Clarke, secretary; W . Vaughan, treasurer; B. Keehn, president. 
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L. Bolesta, K. Peters, J. Landis, S. Wombwell, M. Crosley, C. Chase. 
Row l-C. Lucas, B. Flynnl K. Thomas; Row 2---C. Albaugh , ] . Stettler, L. Kneas, M. Smith. 
L. Schmidt, T. Pacenta, T. Alspach, B. Kuss, C. Langrall. 
J. Owens, C. Williams, N. Porter, C. Meyer, K. Brown. 
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1>.1. Wojtanowski , L. Batchelor, S. Kravitz, A. Krick, H. Marcy, j. 
Crandall. 
R. Miller, S. Scha rmann , B. Brandt, K. Bod ley, J. Slife r. 
24 
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Sitting-J . Beck, D. Moyer; Standing-J . Emig, K. Distl e r, 
S. Smith , S. Cirous, S. egus, B. Burrill, J. Cox. 
] . Balas, E. Leinbach, W. Vaughan, C. Lindes, C. Labaw. 
26 
C. Sternitzke, R. Fawcett , L. Pumo, L. Ewaskiewicz, C. Beadle, 
R. DeBolt, J. Cersteneker, S. Crun. 




Row I-B. H eisinger, S. Brown, N. Wood; Row 2--V. Phillips, J. Wylie, B. 
Heisler, D. Kennedy. 
Sitting-D. Purdy, M. Manning, C. Craig, N. Myers; Standing--S. H auseman, B. Louv. 
28 
D. Rosenberg, S. Yamamoto, M. Allen, N. Macris, K. jogan, C. Lane, C. Tolotti. 
29 
R. Lehr, T. W agner, B. Frank,]. Karpinski, B. Shelly, ] . Fox, R. Moore. 
30 
J. Ramp, L. Fischl, D. Hadnagy, M. Meyers. 
K. Kas ley, D. Leiby, T . Finch, C . Myers, L. Foley, M. Ranck. 
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" 
] . Singley, P. Stamford, E. Miller, L. Lisecki , M. Smith . 
B. Peddle, C. Russian, B. Ellsweig, B. Shipley, L. Schnoll , T. Fagley, B. orcross . 
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32 
F. Narog, J. Ca rpenter, B. Owren, fri end, M. Ma nga n, J. Shober, T . Bra nca, 
P. Shuman, W. Muntzer, C . Adams, fri end , J. Zehner. 
K. Hinde, J. Pearlstein , E. Linsky, D. Roger , B. Longaker, F. Kreamer; Standing-
J. Wright. 
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CCTo resist him that is set in authority is evilJ" 




DONALD L. HELFFERICH, LL.D. 
President of the College 
WILLIAM S. PETTIT, M.S. 
Dean of the College 
To The Students: 
I suspect that the format of popular picture magazines like 
Look and Life emerged from the College yearbook. It would be 
grand if all yearbooks, and especially this one, could have the 
same monetary success enjoyed by the likes of Life. 
The Ruby seems to me to get better each year. I'm certain 
Professor Vernon Ruby, for whom it is named, would approve of 
its format today. 
Something in each year's Ruby is unique; but each one has 
something in common with all the others. This year's Ruby has 
the distinction of commemorating the Centennial class. But it 
is like the yearbooks of other years in that it records the classic 
pattern of four years of education on our campus. It will take its 
place in our College library, a useful reference book for the 
future. 
It should take its place in the personal library of every student 
too. It will arouse your memories, and probably arouse the glee 
or disbelief of your children someday. And it will be a reminder 
that you were on campus when the College celebrated its 100th 
Anniversary. 
To all those who produced this Ruby, and to all those who 
appear in its pages, I extend a welcome to a lifetime of loyalty 
to our Alma Mater. 
36 
Sincerely, 
D.L. Helfferich '21 
President, Ursinus College 
Administration 
RUTH H. ROTHENBERGER, M.A. 
Dean of Women 
RICHARD J. WHATLEY, M.S. 
Dean of Men 
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BAL MOKAND ANAND, PH.D. 
Physics 
EVERETT M. BAILEY, M.A. 
Health & Physical Education 
Department Head 
38 
HARRIET A. APFELBAUM, M.A. 
Romance Languages 
DAVID W. BAKER, TH.B., M.D. 
Religion 
/ 
DONALD G. BAKER, PH.D. 
Classics Department Head 
JEANETTA R. BICKING, M.S. 
Chemistry 
JANE A. BARTH, M.A. 
Chemistry 
MATTHEW W. BLACK, PH.D. 
English ANN M. BODINE, B.A. 
Anthropology 
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RICHARD S. BREMILLER, M.A. 
BERNARD O. BOGERT, M.A. Mathematics 
Geology 
GAYLE A. BYERLY, PH.D. 
English ADELE P. BOYD, B.S . Health & Phys ical Education 
JOSEPH F. CAFFREY, M.A. 
Russ ian 
40 
ESTHER S. COPE, M.A. 
History 
ALFRED L. CREAGER, B.D., D.D. 
Religi on 41 
JAMES P. CRAFT, JR., 1.S. 
Political Science 
DOUGLAS J. DAVIS, M.A. 
History Department Head 
FOSTER L. DENNIS, PH.D. 
t-.l a thematics Department Head 
IDA M. DOWNING, M.A. 
Sociology 
MELVYN H. EHRLICH, M.A. 
English 
42 
GEOFFREY DOLMAN, M.A. 
Dean of Admissions English 
HELEN T. GARRETT, PH.D. 
French 
RICHARD M. FLETCHER, PH.D. 
Psychology Deparbnent Head 
EBERHARD H. GEIGER, M.A. 
German 
RAYMONG V. GURZYNSKI, M.ED. 
Health & Physical Education 
43 
KEITH J. HARDMAN, M.A. 
Religion GEORGE W. HARTZELL, PH.D. 
German Department Head 
RONALD E. HESS, PH.D. 
JOHN J. HEILEMANN, PH.D. Chemistry 
Physics Department Head 
44 
ROBERT S. HOWARD, PH.D. 
Biology 
H. LLOYD JONES, JR., M.A. 
English 45 
DONALD J. HUNTER, PH.D. 
Economics Department Head 
CONRAD E. KRUSE, D.Se. 
Biology 
ELMER A. LISSFELT, M.A. 
Education 
E. VERNON LEWIS, PH.D. 
Mathematics 
ROBERT L. LEIGHT, ED.D. 
Education 
WALTER W. MARSTELLER, B.S. 
Physics 
.--------~ 
ANNETTE V. LUCAS, M.A. 
Romance Languages 
46 
G. SIEBER PANCOAST, PH.D. 
Political Science 
EUGENE H. MILLER, PH.D. 
Political Science Department Head 
WILLIAM T. PARSONS, PH.D. 
History 
WILLIAM F. PHILLIP, MUS. DOC. 
Music 
47 
WILLIAM J. PHILLIPS, PH.D. 
Director of Evening School 
CONSTANCE W. POLEY, B.S. 
Health & Physi cal Education 
DEBORAH T. PORlTZ, B.A. 
English 
RA YMOND L. RAFETTO, JR., M.A. 
Economics 
48 
PHILIP J. RAPPOCCIO, M.A. 
Romance Languages 
ALLAN L. RICE, PH.D. 
Germanic & Slavic Languages 
RICHARD P. RICHTER, M.A. 
English 
BRADLEY B. RIDGE, PH.D. 
Psychology 
49 
RAY K. SCHULTZ, PH.D. 
Chemistry 
BLANCHE B. SCHULTZ, M.A. 
Mathematics 
EDWARD R. SELTZER, M.ED. 
Education 
GEORGE A. SHARP, M.A. 
Psychology 
so 
JANE P. SHINEHOUSE, P.T. 
Biology 
RICHARD O. SORENSEN, M .F.A. 
Art 
51 
ELEANOR F. SNELL, ~I. A. 
Health & Phys ica l Education 
GEORGE G. STOREY, PH.D. 
English 
ROGER P. STAIGER, PH.D. 
Chemistry Department Head 
PAUL A. TAMBRINO, M.S . 
Economics 
HARRY C. SYMONS, M.A. 
Economics 
52 
JOSEPH E. VANNUCCHI, M.A. 
French 
FRANK C. VIDEON, JR., B.S. 
Hea lth & Physica l Education 
LEVIE VAN DAM, PH.D. 
Biology 
DERK VISSER, PH.D. 
History 
S3 
JOHN C. VORRATH, JR., PH.D. 
Romance Languages Department Head 
HERMAN M. WESSEL, PH.D., L.H.D. 
Education Director of Placement 
54 
PAUL R. WAGNER, PH.D. 
Biology Department Head 
PHILIP E. WILLIAMS, PH.D. 
English 
GARY WILSON, M.A. 
English 
WILLIAM B. WILLIAMSON, ED.D., D.D. 
Philosophy Department Head 
CALVIN D. YOST, JR., PH.D. 
English Department Head 
BARBARA B. ZIKMUND, B.D. 
History 
55 
CCThe significance of man is not in what he attains, bu t rather in 





Sittin~-M . McFadden, C. Chase; Standing-W. T ompkins, B. Burrill , J. 
Beck (missing-M. Rozycka). 
Orientation 
The infamous CCC .... the backbone of orienta-
tion ... keeping the Frosh busy from breakfast at 
7:00 to bedtime at 8:30 .... Mr. and Miss Advisor 
.... help acquaint the frosh with Ursinus .... 
square dance . . . . fun and games .... faculty 
dinner .... scavenger hunt .... "It's not funny, 
Frosh." 
K. Peters, J. Rodgers, A. Culp, S. Giroux, M. Crosley, C. Albaugh, B. Wright, C . Hischmann, J. Stettler, L. Kneas, J. Kapuscinski, B. Leman, 
1. Woj tanowski , G. Sloggett, K. Distler, L. Schnoll , S. Kennedy, G. Russian, B. Albert, M. Williams . 
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Housemothers 
Sitting-Mrs. Towers, Mrs. M. Moyer, Mrs. Wood, Mrs. Carey; Stand ing-Mrs. Sche llhase, Mrs. Schlegel, Mrs. 
Pearson, Mrs. Hoge, Mrs. Merrick, Mrs. B. Moyer, Mrs. Benner. 
WRUC 
Bomberger broadcasts .... now on the air 48 hours a 
week! ... . 89.5 on your FM dial .. . . everything from 
campus news to a late evening concert. 
Kneeling-L. Cropper, D. Boop, R. Frank, J. Karpinski , T. Fagley, P. Rozett, B. Shipley, P. Zamostien; Standing- To Meade, R. 
Faunce, W. F rick, P. VonSothen, T . Mattingly, L. Schnoll , B. Ellsweig, B. Norcross, S. Kegerise, L. Wollen tin, P. Grant. 
59 
Sitting-L. Richtmyre, J . Pi cconi , J. Gray, J. Schneider, J. Weaver, T. Coyne, 
A. Gold, E. Yost; Standing-B. Jackson, F. Jacob, J. Rumpf. 
Feature Editor, T. Coyne 
ews Editor, A. Gold 
60 
Weekly 
The revolutionaries of Bom-
berger basement . . . . telling it 
like it is .... a new record, 15 
issues out on time .. . . dramatic 
readings of weird letters become 
a b·adition. 
Editor-In-Chief, Judy Schneider 
Associate Editor, Fred Jacob 
Row I-M. Arrington, L. Richtmyre; Row 2--B. Bald, ] . Picconi , W. Eggles-
ton ; Row 3--5. Kegerise, }. Schneider, K. Leicht. 
L. Richtmyre, B. Jackson, J. Picconi. 
61 
Lantern 
The Ursin us literary publication .. .. creativity 
expressed through various forms . . . . poetry, 
art, essays, prose, and photography ... . spring 
and fall issues. 
Focus 
Political publication of Ursinus . . . . appears 
several times a year . . . . variety of opinions 
expressed. 
Sigma Xi 
National honorary fraternity 
for scholars of the sciences 
. . . . four meetings a year 
.... encouraging original in-
vestigation in science, pure 
and applied. 
J. Corbin, R. Clouser, Dr. Wagner, Dr. Heil emann, Dr. Howa rd, Miss Barth , Miss Schultz Dr. Van Dam 
Dr. Staiger, Mr. Bremiller, Dr. Lewis, Dr. Schultz, D r. Hess. " 
Stuics 
Society to Transform Ursinus Into a College . . .. an impossible dream .... irregular 
meetings at the Bridge .... improve student-faculty-administrative relations .. . 
whatever is said will not leave this room .... five junior and ten senior men ... . 
would you like a drink, Dr. Helfferich? 
D. Cohen, J. Corbin, J. Picconi , V. Marotta, D. Gillespie, F . DiNoia, B. Keehn, W. Kealey, M. Sayare, T . Judd. 
62 
J. Miller, ] . Corbin, B. Robinson, F. Jacob, J. Picconi. 
Cub and Key 
Honorary men's scholastic society .... 
seven juniors chosen each year . . . . 
membership based upon cumulative 
average, character, and extracurricular 
activities. 
Whitians 
Membership based on leadership, servo 
ice, and scholarship . . . . eleven new 
members announced at Lorelei . . . . 
Sunday afternoon teas .... Whitians' 
prize for freshman. 
Row I-C. Martin, L. Hanth, E. Yost; Row 2--K. Jogan, N. Holland , C. Haas, C. Tolotti ; 






Exploring the medical 
profession .... emphasis 
on new dimensions of 
modern medicine . . .. 
premedical conference 
in Philadelphia .. films 
on hallucinogenic drugs 
for campus chest. 
Row l-L. Reichenbach, C. LeCleire, P . Gonnella, C. Powell , M. Ranck, V. Tacconelli , Dr. Wagner, C. Bronitsky, D. Driesbach, J. Storer, 
J. Stauffer, J. Daniels, B. Bald, K. Raywood ; R()w 2--S. Sacks, S. W eiss, T . Myers, S. Gordin, R. Le man, J. Meluzio, T . Auer, P. Leas, I. Batt, 
P. Brown, B. Ellsweig, T . Schott; Row 3-T. Nicholl , B. Vanderli n, J . Benner, D. Streich, B. Norcross, L. Schnoll , S. Kravi tz, H . Marcy, W. 
Vaughan; Row 4-W. Wilkinson, T . Lapsa,. T . F ox, P. Zamostien, D. Day, R. Case, M. Woj tanowski , E . Leinbach, E. Linsky; Row 5--J . 
Miller, M. Sayare, T. Page, H . Kensky, B. WhIte, J. C ra ndall , M. ZImmerman, G. Russ Ian, A. Krick, Sam. 
Row l-C. Haas, S. Weir, R. Fauntz, A. Johnson, E. Jason; Row 2--A. 
W alstad , E. Leinbach, D. Boop, B. Lehman, B. Ellsweig; Row 3-W. Frick, 
D. Barte ll , T. Balas, C. Labaw, B. Norcross, R. W atson; Row 4-Miss Bicking, 




Speakers from Penn, Drexel, and Merck, Sharpe, 
and Dome ... . field trips .... presentations of 
student research projects .... Christmas party in 
Organic Lab .... host for Intercollegiate Stu-
dent Chemists Convention . . . . traditional 
picnics to open and close the academic year. 
Math 
Club 
R. Frank, N. Macris, T. F agley, J . 
Pearlstein, L. Foley, S. Neff, J . 
Karpinski . 
Game night to test laws of probability .... problem sessions .... 
student teacher panel .... curriculum discussion .... guest lecturer 
Dr. P. Honkanen from Penn State ... . tour of container corpora-
tion. 
64 
Row l-K. Baker, H. Zehl , K. Hunter, K . Carson, L. Wollentin, M. Rozycka, C. Sternitzke, B. Wagner; Row 2--} . Corbin, D. Hunter, R. 
Clouser, P. Fox. 
Psychology 
Club 
Exploring the field of psychology 
. . . . guest speakers of interest to 
the entire campus. 
65 
P. Fox, D. Hunter, R. Clouser, K. Baker, }. Crobin, K. Hunter, B. 
Wagner, }. Singley, D. Hadnagy, C . Sternitzke, H. Zehl. 
Psi Chi 
National honor society in psychology . . .. visited Norris-
town State Hospital . . . . spring and fall initiations 
brought chapter to presentable size .... speakers pre-
sented in cooperation with Psychology Club. 
R. Allen, S. Koss, C. Broadbent, R. DeBolt, K. Kimenhour, L. Clarke, S. Grun, L. Wilhelm, M. Manning, L. Davis, B. Laughlin. 
English Club 
Anglophiles indulgent .... pedagogues and pupils .... celebrate seasonal 
literature and reminisce .... Christmas In Wales, Kings Chapel Cam-
bridge ... an intimate affair which transpired semi-monthly at Dr. Yost's 
33 Sixth of Wismer Parents' Lounge. 
PSEA 
Professional organization for education . . . . theme: 
challenges to teachers today .... conferences in Harris-
burg .... FT A campus day .... meetings include pro-
grams on special ed, ghetto teaching, Black culture in 
the school curricula, first year teaching, and panel of 
student teachers. 
Row I-M. Harbaugh, S. Besinger, D. Scarfo, H. Green; Row 2-
R. King, P. Griffin, M. Wise, K. Mohler, K. Hunter; Row ~L. 
Bosler, S. Neff, S. Rothrock. 
66 
K. Hinde, L. Campanaro, T. Mattingly, J. Houska. 
German Club 
Trip to Reading .... "Night in Old Heidelberg" .... In Munden 
steht ein Hofbrauhaus, eins, zwei, sofa .. . . movies .... Deutsch-
land uber Alles .... Christmas party with the Spanish Club .... 
spring gathering in a Gasthaus. 
D. Scott, B. Lewis, J. Houska, J. Glaser, B. Allen, D. Scarfo. 
Spanish Club 
Travel through slides to Mexico and Ecuador .... Christmas and 
spring party with the German Club .... Unicef card sale at 
Christmas to help underpriveledged children .... first annual tea 
for romance language majors .... trip to New York included 
dinner and Carmen. 
Sitting-R. Frank, L. Quay, R. King, D. Cohen; Standing-R. 
Adams, W. Vaughan, M. Eure, R. Gibbons. 
Young Republicans 
Victory .... highest membership in history .... Bob 
Butera, Majority Whip for Pa. House of Representatives 
on campus for speech and discussion .... actively cam-
paigned for Representative Pancoast's re-election to the 
Pa. House .. nationally, in close cooperation with several 
Nixon headquarters .... two members attended Young 
Republican Inaugural Ball in Washington. 
68 
Sitting-J. Bolton, B. Nielson, S. Neff, D. Sca rfo; Standing-J . 
Picconi , P. Rozet!. 
Young Democrats 
Membership voted not to actively support Humphrey 
for President .... actively campaigned for re-election of 
Senator Clark . . . . participation in state convention of 
college clubs .... sponsored film presentations .... 
co-sponsored with YM-YWCA appearance of Michael 
Malin, former Chairman of McCarthy Delegation to 




Attended lectures at International House in Philadelphia 
.... participated in Model General Assembly at Penn in 
November .... took part in National Model United 
Nations in New York. 
Row I-Mr. Symons, F. DiNoia, T . Nichols; Row 2--D. Hunter, A. Mc-
Alarney, ] . David, B. Ashby, C. Gibney. 
69 
G. Hay, L. Richtmyre, E. Barnes, L. Campanaro. 
Economics 
Club 
Organized and conducted annual 
career conferences in December 
. . . all fields of business and 
government represented . . . . 
introduce students to offerings 
and demands of business world. 
Canterbury Club 
"Early Birds" .... meeting 7:00 Wednes-
day mornings for Communion services 
. . . . informal discussions over sticky 
huns and coffee. 
Row l-L. Kates, S. Kegerise, J. Karpinski, 




Organization for Catholic students 
on campus .... folk masses .... 
speakers .... hi-monthly meetings 
.. conference at Drexel. 
Row I-J. Gers teneker, N. Shump, C. 
Tolotti, B. Bald ; Row 2--L. Pumo, M. 
Watson, M. Arrington, A. Elwood ; Row 
3-M . Wise, T . Auer, C. Pizont. 
Sitting-L. Clarke, P. Plakosh, J. Storer, J. Stauffer, J. Thomas; Standing-D. Streich, J. Corbin, R. Smith, T . Mattingly, B. Moore, D. Taylor. 
Bible Fellowship 
Devotions ... . discussions .... 
exploring the Bible .... their 
relations to the modern world. 
71 
Row I-K. Hunter, J. Glazier, K. Treptow, J. Serdy, J. Small , P. Gillespie, R. Fau nce, J. Herold, N. Shump, T . Potter, S. Kennedy, S. Case; 
Row 2--L. Adams, P. Pope, M. Smith, ) . Storer, S. Hauseman, M. Neely, ) . Deleon, S. Weir, L. Foley, P. Finan, G. Tierney; Row 3--F. Tyler, 
J. Daniels, R. Fawcett, R. Mecollch, R. Miller, S. Emerich, S. Kegerise, B. Reifsnyder, C. Lenich, T. Mooers; Row 4-A. )~hnson , J. Frechette, 
B. Clark, R. Scheer, W. Huss, T. Fagley, L. Cropper, B. ShIpley; Row 5--0. StreIch, B. Frank, B. Clark, C. Wells, J. Karpmskl. 
Pi Nu Epsilon 
National honorary music fraternity ... . aims to stimulate interest 
in musical activities and organizations at Ursinus . . .. hooten-
anny .. .. bake sales ... . Inter-Fraternity-Sorority Song Fest 
. . . . membership determined by participation and leadership in 
musical organizations and academic average. 
Row I-T. Mooers, T . Skull , ) . Daniels, S. Kegerise, L. Adams, S. L ynch, 
E. Yost; Row 2--S. Hallseman, P. Finan, C. Len ich , J. Deleon, B. Lewis, 




Mixed chorus of approximately for ty voices . . . . 
gave six local concerts . . . . on tour to New York, 
Massachusetts, and M'aine .... conducted by 
Dr. Philip. 
Agency 
H andicapped by lack of funds 
and interest . . . . took a loss at 
the Intruders Concert . . . . 
Mandrake Memorial Concert 
slightly profitable . . . . suffer-
ing from present financial crisis. 
Sitting--C. Tolotti , L. Campanaro, S. Crun, B. Clover, C. Lane, B. Spencer, Mr. Ehrlich, D. Bennett, B. Jackson, F. Jacob, R. 
DeBolt, C. Broadbent; Standing-So Lynch, M. Meyers, B. Dando, S. Seel, J. Crandall. 
proTheatre 
Ursinus' own progressive, professional, productive 
dramatics organization .... a new image for 
Curtain Club .... played the face and mask 
game with Anouilh's Thieves Carnival .... 
multi-mediated with Williams' Camino Real 
.... one-acts presented through Actors' Work-
shop .... almost made New York! 
S. Kravi tz, J. Daniels, L. Schnoll, C. Herring, M. Wojtanowski , L. 
Batchelor, W. Vaughan. 
C. Tolotti , J. Crandall, M. Meyers, Mr. Ehrlich, S. 
Lynch. 
Alpha Psi Omega 
National honorary dramatics fraternity 
.... membership requires three semesters 
of active participation in theatrical 
activities. 
J. Kuchar, D. Smith, P. Mellon, J. Leatherman, B. Martinez, G. Russian, T. Fagley, D . Berlinger, N. Cooperhouse, G. Dieffenbach, T. Mc-
Morrow, Mona, R. Mecouch, G. Myers, E. Lei nbach, B. Shipley, L. Adams, T . Scull, N. Shump. 
Band 
Marching band in the fall .... adding 
team spirit through music .... concert 
band in the spring. 
Majorettes 
Stepping high . ... twirling batons 
or flags . ... new routines . ... 
L. Lisecki , A. Gibson, R. Crompton, J. Small , P. Smith, B. Orsburn, M. Bressler. 
7,( 
J. Haley, C. Albaugh, B. Bruzgo, K. Thomas, H. Zehl, S. Smith, J. Kapuscinski , C. Hischmann, N. Romney. 
Colorguard 
Always out in front .... eyes front, knees high 
. ... new uniforms ... . flags and guns .... 
precision drills .... "left, right, left". 
Cheerleaders 
Always ready to cheer the team on .... saddle 
shoes and shakers .... cartwheels and splits 
. ... all smiles ... . V -I-C-T -O-R-Yl 
Row 1-). Olshefskie, D. Wieczorek; Row 2--) . Landis, C. Lucas, L. E waskiewicz, N. Hun t ; 
Row 3--S. Wombwell , B. Flynn. 
75 
Firemen 
Ten students make up the Bear 
Squad . .. . taking an active in-
terest in their temporary com-
munity . . . . busy with rescue 
work and putting out fires .... 
training Monday and Wednes-
day nights .... take and teach 
Red Cross courses .... attend 
state and county rrre schools. 
Row I-G. Hay, B. Craver; Row 2--Mascot, M. Mays, R. Todt, K. Schaefer, S. Esslinger, M. 
Young; Row 3--J. Goldsmith. 
Row I-J . Thawley, J. Rauer, D. Hagerty, P. Van Blarcom, R. Leman, L. Richtmyre, G. Hay, 
M. Redmond; Row 2--R. Todt, S. Davis, R. King, G. Frechette, W. Shade, S. Weiss, G. 
Vanasse, W. Vaughan; Row 3--T. Lapsa, G. Eure, T. Nicholl, M. Watson. 
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Sailing Club 
Free sailing and racing 
. .. instruction and films 
during winter .... com-
petition includes teams 
from Hobart to Drexel. 
v 
Outing Club 
Nature lovers . ... hikes . ... camping trips . .. . 
skiing in Vermont . ... campfires . ... sunshine, 
fresh air in the out·of-doors. 
T. Scull, C. Myers, M. Allen, Dr. Sta iger, D. Koehler, C. Frechette, E. Sohl, P. Sau tter, S. Thomas, R. Allen, B. Bromley, D. Boop. 
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Varsity Club 
Membership open to male lettermen . ... improving conditions 
and importance of athletics at Ursinus .... sponsors football and 
basketball programs .... IF spring track meet .... wheelchair 
basketball game for Campus Chest . . . . initiated annual gift 
for athletics. 
Row l-R. Adams, B. McDonald, S. Weiss, T . Pacenta, D. Rudloff, R. Gibbons, L. Spaid, G. Eure, M. Zimmerman; Row 2--B. Swope, G. 
Tracey, ] . Corvaia, T. Branca, ] . Corbin, P. VonS othen, R. Herman, W. Kealey, T. McMorrow, B. Albert, D. Gillespie, ]. Malonoski, A. 
Malone, T . Auer, M. Altland, R. Phillips, S. Gane, Mr. Fisher. 




Provides support for 
teams at Ursinus . 
publicizes athletic 
events . . . . decora ting 
bleachers and goal posts 
for football games . . 




Membership open to women 
who have accumulated points 
through participation in campus 
athletics . . .. sponsored Life-
saving and Water Safety In-
structors courses . . . . annual 
mug sale . . . . inter-dorm volley-
ball tournament . . . . climax of 
year is spring sports banquet. 
L. E waskiewicz, E. Soefer, S. Kennedy, C. Lucas, A. Cu lp, J. Knipe. 
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Sitting-C. Doty, P. B "~ell , M. Rozycka, M. Kaufma~ n , M. Murphy, P. Sell l B. Wagner, R. Miller, G. Griffin , L. Pumo; Standing-J. Emig, A. Novak, F. DINola, j . MIl l r, W. Vaughan, W. T ompklJ1s, K. DIstler, L. Schno I. 
USGA 
Student government . .. . representing 
the entire student body . ... progress: 
members now on administra tive 
boards . . .. Bingo .... roJler kating 
.... dances ... experimental under-
ground films. 
Old and new offi cers-Sitting- M. Rozycka, B. Wagner, M. Murphy, P. Bedwell ; 
Standing-j , Emi g, A. Novak, F . DiNoia, j. Miller, W . Tompkins. 
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~Ir. Paisley, Mr. Switzer, ~1. McFadden, C. Sternitzke, B. Robinson. 
SFARC 
Student Faculty Administration Re-
lations Committee . . . . to promote 
better understanding among the 
three branches .... has no legis-
lative authority but recommends .... 
four students, three faculty, and three 
administrative members . . . . re-
evaluated College Rules and Cusoms 
Handbook. 
YM-YWCA 
Seeks to broaden scope of student activities .... 
service to others .. .. tutoring at St. Gabriel's 
. . . Hall .... Saturday swims .... campus 
speakers . . . . coffee klatches . . . . worship 
opportunities .... Christmas party for needy 
boys .... freshman camp. 
B. Robinson, R. Allen, R. Moore, C. Sternitzke, M. Redmond, M. Berry, ] . Corbin, K. Distler, D. Streich. 
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1969 Ruby 












Layou t Editors 
Marty Bress ler 
Senior Write-ups 












Row l-L. Talley, O. Krll sen, K. Hunte r, P. Finan; Row 2--0. Wieczorek, B. Bruzgo, ~1. Shank, E. C lover. 
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ALPHA SIGMA NU 
Front to back-K. Hunter, P. Finan, J. Floyd, C. Carson , C. Horn er, L. Adams, J . Eyer, J. DeLeon , M. Smith, D. Purdy, M. Poole, A. Savage, 
D. Kenn ed y, K. Powell , L. Hinamon, R. Miller, B. Louv, S. Hausman, B. Laughlin , E . Jason , J. McNamee, L. Murray, E. Miller, R. Allen, B. 
Wri ght, E. DeBoy, C . CraIg, S. Kennedy, M. Neely, N. Myers, L. Ha nth, K. Mohler, M. Manmng, J. BostwIck, V. Black. 
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Our 39th year is begun with a "Sig Nu 
Round Up" bringing in 14 new pledges 
for pledgemistresses Nancy and Mari -
lyn .. .. Parent's D ay at Mooreheads 
.... Alumni at M ilo's, where else? . .. . 
Santa "Dee" and Mrs. "Kathy" Claus 
bring us good cheer a t our Chr istmas 
Banquet at M ilo's, where else? .. .. odor 
of 300 hoagies permea tes the dorms . ... 
we lose b'ack of all the pinnings and en-
gagements .... Pennhurs t and D emas 
.... no second semester rushing! . .. . 
Songfest and One World .... St. Mary's 
and APO .... mixers!! ... . Campus 
Chest and a Sig Nu Work Week .... 
Carnival . ... a great Dinner D ance at 
the Inn of the Four Falls where new 
officers are proudly announced .... a 
las t wild fling at Shore Weekend for sun 
and fun .. .. 14 seniors bid a sad fa re-
well . . . . "Sigma TU it's you we 
cherish-Memories linger in our minds." 
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KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
Fall party before classes .... welcome to new sister 
Kathy .. . . gods appear at party . ... suspense, but a 
wonderful pledge class .... who says Ouija lies? ... . 
777 party .... Homecoming luncheon at Lakeside ... . 
breakfast at 7:00 .... they put what in the freezer? ... . 
Christmas at Richter's .... followed by Lion In Winter 
.... Songfest .... Age of Aquarius .... traditional 
Campus Chest: gold fish and spaghetti ... . romantic 
dinner dance at Stokesay .... sad farewell to all our 
seniors .... Friendship so deep, so true, so long abiding. 
Row I-S. Smith, S. Rothrock, C. Tolotti , J. Gersteneker, B. Bald , D. Rosenberger, C. Haas, R. Crompton , K. Jogan, L. Campanaro, 
D. Krusen, J. Small , K. Kimenhour, J. Wasko, B. Cannon, ]. Kuchar; Row 2---R. King, S. Lynch, M. Allen, G. Myers, E. Yost, D. 




Row I-B. Yoder, S. Lockyear, D. Lowe, N. Hunt, L. Davis, S. Bes inger, M. Shank , L. Gambrill ; Row 2-C. Mart in, J. Olshefskie, J. Lancey, 
L. Pumo, L. Fernandez, L. Ewaskiewicz, B. Krapovich, J. Slifer, N. Romney, K. Baker, C. Sorensen; Row 3--K. Kron, C. Chase, S. Holbrook, 
R. Fawcett, J. Haley, C. Pizont, N. White, ~1. Roeder, C. Wall , K. G liwa, ] . You ng, C. LeCleire, K. Bodley. 
OMEGA CHI 
The start of a great year-under Mary Ann's wing. 0 0 0 
"Hooty-Hoot" 0 0 0 0 Red Owl Rushes 0 0 0 0 14 great 
pledges 0 0 0 0 Sparkle Sue and Haley are pledgemistresses 
o 0 0 0 mixers 0 0 0 0 pizza, beer, signs 0 0 0 0 Lynn, Delta Pi's 
Queen 0 0 0 • Homecoming luncheon 0 0 0 0 St. Gabe's party 
with Beta Sig 0 0 0 0 Bronchial Pneumonia Cindy 0 0 0 0 
"Both Sides Now" wins Songfest 0 0 0 0 It's that "Sparkle" 
o 0 0 0 dessert with Tau Sig 0 0 • 0 Wednesdays at the 
Weldon House 0 0 0 0 sing along with 0 Chi 0 0 0 0 five 
sparkling diamond rings 0 0 0 0 dunked donuts and white 
for Campus Chest 0 0 0 0 Owl-less in Wonderland 0 0 0 0 
Spring Festival "Be-In"-okay 0 Chi! .. 0 0 Dinner Dance 
was great in spite of Phoenixville C.Co 0 0 0 0 good times in 
Ocean City 0 0 0 0 breakfast at Lewis' 0 0 0 0 farewell seniors 





~ ·1' -;/" .... 
..... ... 
PHI ALPHA PSI 
Cool Jack captures "15 ferociously Phi Psi" .... And 
Joan makes 16 ... . Homecoming hosts old Pals .. .. 
Barb breaks Delta Pi tradition when APE's choice be-
comes Homecoming Queen .... Parents' D ay Tea II 
.... even rain couldn't d ampen the pledges' search for 
15 clues .... popcorn for breakfast with a foulball .... 
Gretchen has a B-Day Par! .... Inn of the Four Falls-
AMEN! .... Clu'istmas and Easter with the Zetans and 
many energetic kids .... a ROARing good time at the 
Dandylion par .... surprises galore-lion pillows and a 
mini-rock .... Phi Psi's annual pandemonious polishing 
platoon ... . Rose and "the printh" is a must again .... 
Queen Holly and three Spring Festival Court members 
.... a cloudy four day weekend to O. C ..... Spring 
Formal and Policemen's Ball at Stokesay .... Fantastic 
Farewell Flick and Fotos ... . "A sister is more than a 
friend" .... the year of the incredible Alley-Oop comes 
to a close ... . 
"So some day when you look back at your sorority, 
Think of me, little PAL, think of me." 
Sitting-] . Knipe, A. Pietrobon, ]. Kapuscinski , S. Bourgart , P. Griffin , S. Grun, ] . Thawley, S. Smith, D. Wieczorek, B. Bruzgo; Kneeling-P. 
Lawrence, D. Dahlberg, S. Wood, ] . Storer, M. Ranck, P. Vanderlin , J. Lippincott, M. Murphy, C. Crane, S. egus, B. Wagner; Standing- . 
Clunan, K. Thomas, L. Ware, H. Zehl , L. Clarke, ] . Stettler, G. Steigelman, L. Kneas, C. Albaugh, A. Culp, M. Smith, P. Gues t, C. Stewart, 
B. Flynn, ] . Berle. 
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Row l-L. Ta lley, D . Brewer, C. Williams, M. McFadden, D. Stra tton , S. Wombwell , L. Lisecki , rvl. Hess, J. Landis ; Row 2-M. Bress le r, 
C. Davis, K. Peters, r.l. Crosley, G. Sloggett, ] . Ri ppen, P. Se ll , G. Hagy; Row 3---M. Reed, B. Compton, P. Kin g, P. Comiski , S. Trexl er, C. 
Silzle, G. Stern itzke, K. r.l a lick, K. Henni g, L. Downes, S. G ladfelte r, K. Day, C. Bi ever, L. Dalrymple, B. Garner, C. Lawrence, M. Watson, 
] . Broderick, 7\1. Tomasco; Row 4-M . Berry, J. Owens, . Wurst, N. Porte r. 
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TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
"Hello sisters one and all" . ... an unbelievable 14 to 
Bearwood II .. . . somemore's and p.c. in the college 
woods .... stationary or perfume anyone? .... old 
grads come home to General Washington on Home-
coming .... Head Start on C hristmas with Reading tots 
and Demas . . . . Talley H o Santa a t Bunny's apartment 
. .. . carolling at Uncle Ace's .. . . Laugh-In wishes in 
Bon Voyage for Sars . ... Tau Sig hits Big Boulder en 
masse .. . . "For Baby" and sundaes with the winners ... . 
honored by three new honoraries ... . Tau Sig paints the 
Bahamas and D aytona green . . . . bed making for 
Campus C hest . . .. we shook the Timbers at Dinner 
D ance .... green thumb booth brings in the lettuce .... 
wet car wash with D emas ... . rots of rummage .. . . my, 
how time fli es when you're having a good time in O.C. 
. . .. more bed m aking . .. . a very special senior 
party .. . . 
'Tm going where you go, and you'll be there bes ide me, 
Tau Sigma Gamma sisters are all I need to guide me." 

ALPHA PHI EPSILON 
Row I-A. Elwood, J. Danzeisen, T. Cushmore, J. Yaekle, C. Kneeland, Z. Maguire; Row 2--H. Frankel, M. Irey, S. Hartman, G. Gelnett, H. 
Marcy, N. Roush, S. McCormick, W. Fus, M. Streib, B. Cameron, R. Iachini , R. Cole, S. Kravitz, D. Jacob, M. Zimmerman, B. Swope. 
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Another great year .... a little bit out of the ordinary 
.... victorious with their Homecoming Queen, Barbara 
Bruzgo .... Homecoming at Holiday Inn, is everybody 
21? .. . . another triumph at Songfest with "Catch the 
Wind" .... who hid Art's trumpet .... Harv enjoyed his 
trip to the Delaware Water Gap .... pig pen .... don't 
forget the married members .... Dinner Dance at the 
Peacock Inn .... and the APE's go puffing on .... 
99 
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
Row I-A. Seve rance, L. Quay, A. Krick, M. Wojtanowski; Row 2--). Cox, R. Leman, G. Epler ) . DeBoy, K. Distler, H. Marcy, M. Pease; 
Row 3-M. Compter, W . Barrett, R. Robinson , T . Roth, D. Moyer, S. Totaro, ) . Gray, W. Burrill , T . Robinson , M. Altland, W . Norcross, D . 
Bartell , D . Trishman, ) . Miller, W. Tompkins, S. Giroux, W. Taylor, ) . Emig. 
Leadership, friendship, and service .... our thir-
teenth great year of brotherhood . ... 0-69 at the 
Charles Johnson Home .. . . Coke (? ) and Bingo at 
Eagleville Alcoholics Rehabilitation Center . .. . 
fun times at New Life Boys' Ranch .... endless 
task of setting up chairs in Wismer .... yearly stag, 
or, Miller's Film Festival II .... continuation of the 
great leadership takeover conspiracy . .. . campus 
elections automated .. .. parties with Mason's cul-
Iinary arts at work .... marriages galore .... pie 
throwing . . . . dunking booth . . . . not only a 
brotherhood, but now a fatherhood . ... good fall 





BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
Our 49th year of bringing fun, and merriment to Ursinus 
and ourselves .... fabulous Homecoming, complete with 
our lovely queen, Pam Sell, an antique Rolls Royce, and 
dinner dance at Brookside .... Sykes redecorates the 
front lawn of the campus with his car .... lots of parties, 
mixers, and romping in general . . . . lucky 13 strikes 
again .... stationery? well, it looked good on paper .... 
grand opening of the Tortuga Inn .... most hands 
washed overboard .... another excellent year for pin-
nings, marriages, and all that rot .... when is Songfest 
anyway??? .... a good year for pledges-5 in the fall 
and 9 in the spring ... Victor gets conquered in Decem-
ber .... Spring Dinner Dance at Brookside (know any 
good bands, Clem?) .... seniors bid a "tearful" adieu to 
their pride and joy .... Presidents? Well, they come and 
Dago .... everything and everybody considered, a great 
year. 
Row I-A. Glass, A. Arndt, F. Galle; Row 2--H. Fassman, B. Burkey, C. Barr, P. Todd, D. Hans, D. Wilson, J . Fioravanti, S. Loc\cyear, A. 
Kabcenal, D. Reeves, S. Clemens; Row 3--B. Reid, T . Mitros, V. Gravina, H. Dalbow, B. Jenkins, J. Muscara, V. Marotta, C. Crandell. 
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Row l-R. Kuss, W. Robinson, M. Baldwin, W. Ashby, C. Wieland ; Row 2--P. Correll , V. Tacconelli , T. Alspach, ] . Benner, C. Keyes, 
P. Allen, K. Diehl , ] . Corse, B. Hould; Row 3-R. Vanderlin , S. Dorfman, W. Alspach, C . Haberbush, T . Bowman, L. Schmidt, C. 
Dolch; Row 4-A. Pacen ta, W. Creighton, W. Shmihluk, ] . Brandt, D. Rudloff, C. Langrall. 
DELTA MU SIGMA 
An award winning year for Demas .... Pacenta's beta 
bullets .... Kirk 1/2 in and still .... Larry's bullet-proof 
vest put to good use .... Clarke's $3,000 lemon .... 
Hook's Listerine mouth .... Dorfman's sexual perver-
sion .... Max's toilet seat award .... Gary Keyes', 
"Gimme a _ " .... Marty's Holiday Inn passkey .... 
Haberbush's distinguished weekly award .... Willand's 
warm beer and stale bread .... Corse's Duryea house-
wife .... Gomer's 20 questions .... Greek's air head 
affair .... Alfie's 1st round draft choice .... Phil Cor-
rell-Kutztown's weekend warrior .... cool Rob seeing 
eye to eye .... Allen's dating dilemma .... Selby's 
serious drinking .... Brad's raincheck? .... big Jim's 
beautiful room .... Creighton's phone bill .... John 
Brandt's I.F. dump .... Woody's I.F. beauty .... Tim's 
barf bucket .... Bob H. freaking out .. ' .' Tac in med 




DELTA PI SIGMA 
N. Tytler, K. Zollers, A. Malone, ]. Malonoski, T. Holmes, F. Bronchello, D. Bosler, ]. Orosz, S. Viola, R. Guyes, 
C. Rochlis, R. Sassaman, S. Adams, R. Petruzzo, D. DeWane, C. Widdis. T . Reynolds, L. Spaid, T. Levemier. 
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Frat house in O.C . ... back rubs from a champ ... too many 
babes next door ... back to school and more parties ... Lynne 
Bosler, our queen ... Homecoming at Phoenixville CC ... Raffie 
... New Year's Eve? ... five new brothers ... eleven seniors 
leave .. . beef and beef at the Arch ... playin' some cards . . . 
punny men ... engagements ... diggin' the babes or what .. . 
hittin' it long ... the 'phonics were in style ... parties with the 
alumni ... OOF A ... don't care ... havin' a good time with the 
fell as . .. back to Asbury Ave ... wake up parties and surfing 
wine ... grab your broads and boards ... check ya later. 
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SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
Invisible? .... I guess we are! .... the Rho 
made it through the year without the paternal 
guidance of Luther .... 40th year as the number 
one frat at V.C . .... under the dynamic leader-
ship of Gawk .... set O.C. ablaze at the summer 
reunion .... policeman's ball at Joe's Park in 
October .... MERP massacre .... frat champs 
in football .... our Homecoming Queen, Fran 
Kraus, presided over dinner dance at General 
Washington ... McClain managed to combine a 
dinner, birthday, and Christmas party into 
tremendous festivities .... costume party at the 
Village Inn . . .. "floor" show at Big John's was 
high point of the stag .... batted 1000 on bids 
with 11 pledges "gently" guided by pledgemas-
ter, Al Klump ... . Cohen fell under the crack of 
the whip .... poker games and "safari's" with 
our advisor, Mr. Davis ... . traditional perform-
ance at Songfest brought down the house .... 
many Saturdays spent at R. & R. center-Sana-
toga. 
Row 1-M. Shelly, M. Jenkinson, A. Klump, D. G rau; Row 2--R. Rodri gus, A. Harris, S. Wooley, H. Pond, B. Bromley, W. Kealey , B. 
Williams, J. Reese, B. Rinck, R. Johnson, D. Gray, D. Cohan, F . Di oia, E. Leggett, B. Keehn , R. Adams, P. Stockett, R. Swan, R. Gibbons, 
B. McCollough, R. King, T . Holmgren, J. Rodgers, A. La rsen, P. Moore, D. Davis; Row 3--0. Wills, G. Eure, J. Meluzio, R. Phill ips, T. Auer, 




Flyin' high with Zeta Chi . . . . a truly outstanding Home-
coming, Holly Zehl our queen, Bella Villa our scene, and 
drinkin' our scheme .... keeping with tradition we had 
our horrendously raunchy rushing stag . .. . F isher reigns 
at Lorelei and Cecilia reigns at the Croft .. . . H iram 
Walker ain't no talker, but he b'eats you mean in the 
mornin' . ... nineteen pledges on a full wall . . . . Tracey 
did his own thing with each and every one of them .. .. 
great I.F. with Schmeds, Temptations, Shorty, and plenty 
of debauchery ... . great dinner dance a t Bella Vill a . . .. 
hangin' at Mapes and telli~ ' it like it is .... almost a 
great year for Zeta Chi. 
This Spring we felt the loss of our brother, John Ketas, 
as the result of a tragic accident; he will be impossible to 
replace and impossible to forget. 
Row i-To Branca, S. Darreff, M. Managan, J. Tourtellotte, J. Kutz, D. McAviney, J. Corva ia, J. Carpenter, J. Shober, D. Nauroth , R. Scappa; 
Row 2---G. T racey, J. Addicks, R. Owren, G. Adams, T. Snavely, R. McDonald, J. Kaufmann, J. Zehner, W. Muntzer, F. Narog, J. Stewart, J. 
Wilcox ; Row 3--W. Sitzler, G. Greenberg, P. Guest, S. Custer, D. H unter, D. Bowen, G. Schaa l. 
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"There are some defeats more triumphant than victories!» 






Row l --Creighton, Adams, Dolch, Shelly, Baumgartner, King, Fisher, Addicks, Mc Donald , Ketas, Honeyman, Tracey, Branca, Pacenta; 
Row 2--McAviney, Mangan, Hedden, Shuman, Mills, Elwood , Kuss, Peddle, Wilcox, Tourtellotte, Shober, Corva ia, Narog, Mahalchick, 
Kutz; Row 3--Head Coach Whatley, Asst. Coach Borneman, Head Trainer Reichenbach, Manager Steward, Asst. Trainer T aylor, 




First defeat to Franklin & Marshall ... October loss to 
Lebanon Valley 28-6 ... great performances by Shuman, 
Corvaia, and Tracey on Parent's Day still resulted in a 
loss to Johns Hopkins 35-20 ... Homecoming Game 
against Swarthmore on October 20 ... steam rolled over 
Haverford 35-13 . . . Coach Whatley expressed satis-
faction with the squad's performance this year and 
predicted progress for next season. 

Row l-W. Cotwals, H. Kensky, D. Rudloff, B. Swope, D. Spencer, C . Totterweich ; Row 2--B. Middle, Coach Donald Baker, C. 
Langrall , D. Crau, D. Bosler, W. Kealey, S. Hartman, T. McMenamin , Amigo. 
Soccer 
Great freshmen material . .. Baker's booters ... 
had to settle for a dreary 4-8 slate . . . Dan 
Spencer and Rhodesian Selby Nera gave needed 
spark to the line in their rookie seasons ... co-
captains Bill Swope and Dan Rudloff ... 3-1 




Almost always victorious ... breaking records and bringing home honors 
... MAC champions ... set a meet scoring record ... undefeated Bruce 
Albert won individual crown ... captained by Al Walstad ... finished 
ll-O . .. stretched UC's longest sports streak to twenty-four meets. 
Row l-R. Herman, B. Albert, D. Trishman, ] . Ru ssell ; Row 2-T. Mc-
Morrow, W. Fus, B. Mosakowski , P. VonSothen, Coach Ray Gurzynski. 
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Wrestling 
New Coach Frank Videon ... small squad led to problems . .. downed 
Albright 21-16 before a full house . .. W 3 supporters . .. several injuries 
hampered the team, but remaining grapplers still turned in a good show. 
Row l-C. Misciwicz, P. Coleman; Row 2--S. Weiss, J. HofTmaster, T . Fitzs imons; 




Row I-D. Gillespie, S. Gane, co-capta ins; Row 2--0. Steward , H. Brown, M. Hartline, C. Wolf; Row 3-Coach Warren Fry, 
R. Clark, M. Zimmerman, J. Wilkes, G. Shaal, R. Keehn, C. Williams, E. Leinbach, M. lrey. 
Loss of the home-court dominance . .. stumped 
to disappointing 6-11 season . .. one point 
decisions to Swarthmore and PMC .. . 91-87 
overtime loss to Haverford . . . co-captain D ave 




Freshmen squad provided most depth of talent 
. . . 11-6 JV record ... dropped four of their six 
losses by a total of just six points ... narrow 
upsets of Drexel and Johns Hopkins. 
Badmiton 
Row I-M . Allen, M.E. Tomasco, B. Flynn, L. Adams, R. Allen; 
Row 2--J. Lippincott, C. Myers, J. Ramsey. 
Co-captains Louise Adams and Martha Berry were the 
only seniors . . . undefeated season . . . shows great 
promise for next year ... new yellow jackets. 
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Kneeling-] . Broderick, ] . Lancey, ]. Landis, C. Steigelman, K. Brown, ]. 
Owens, R. Cash, S. Wood; Standing-K. Day, K. Malick, Miss Snell , M.E. 
Smith, N. Porter,]. Lippincott. 
Hockey 
Undefeated in eight games in the 1968-69 season ... marked the third consecutive year without a loss 
combination of strong defensive play and high scoring power ... thirty-four goals scored throughout the season 
... freshman high scorer, Robin Cash made eleven ... junior, Janet Landis close with nine ... C'o-captains 
Gwen Steigelman and Kim Brown ... satisfying victories over West Chester 4-3 and East Stroudsburg 3-2 
... with all players except senior Gwen Steigelman returning next year, the team is looking forward to another 
excellent season. 
J. Baver, D. Lowe, C. Davis, S. Thomas, M. Berry, C. Meyer, N. Wurs t, J. Stettler, J. Ramsey, L. Kneas. 
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Kneeling-L . Lisecki , S. Thomas, B. Scott, C. Horner, C . Myers, L. Bolesta, B. Flynn; 
Standing-M.A. Harbaugh, C . Kenyon, D. Law, T . Schwenkler, L. Runtz, H . Reynolds, 
Hooven, S. Pope, C. Reichenbach, A. Paul , C. Lee, C . Doty. 
J.V. Hockey 
Captained by Jane Baver . .. strength-
ened by seniors Sharon Thomas, Pam 
Sell, and Marty Berry ... J.V.'s com-
piled an impressive record, losing only 
to West Chester by a close 2-1 score 
... third and fourth teams led by senior 
captain, Caroline Horner. 
Swimming 
Coached by Mr. Hepner Van Horn ... finished 
with a quite successful record of 6-2-1 .. . led by 
the two senior co-captains, Nancy Holland and 
Linda Van Horn . .. team gained much in freshmen 
Trudy Schwenkler and Terry Connell ... opening 
victory over Penn ... exciting tie with Trenton 
State ... J.V. led by Harriet Reynolds and Nina 
Fernon ... took a remarkable seventh place out of 
twenty-four in the intercollegiates. 
L. Kneas, H. Reynolds, N. Holland, }. Stauffer, M. Hunter, N. Macris, S. Wood, C . Staudenmayer, S.}. Kennedy, 
T . Schwenkler, E. Soefer, K. Leicht. 
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Women's Basketball 
Bearettes continue winning tradition ... 4-2 log .. . 
led by seniors and co-captains Gwen Steigelman 
and Casey Carson ... Miss Snell coached the girls 
to wjns over East Stroudsberg, Gettysburg and 
Glassboro ... made it to the DGW's National In-
vitational Basketball Tournament. 
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Baseball 
Suffered worst record since 1932 ... won 2 and lost 13 games . . . 
Vic TacconelIi with a .388 average and Bill Maurer with a .323 
average were bright sports for the season . .. George Taylor and 
Steve Custer lead the team in RBI's .. . pitching was the downfall 
this season ... Pete Shuman turned in the only victories of the 
year with a 2-7 record. 
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Another winning season with a 4-2 record .. . 
both losses were to arch-rival West Chester .. . 
Two no hitters pitches by Robin Cash ... backed 
by seniors Gwen Steigelman, Casey Carson, and 
captain April Winham ... two hopefuls for next 
year are Mary Ellen Smith and Harriet Reynolds. 
Softball 
Row I-A. Winham, R. Cash, J. Lippincott, J. Owens, E. David; Row 2--B. 
Scott, S. Pope, A. Rauer, T. Jennings, H. Reynolds, C. Crane, C. Carson, M.E. 
Smith, C. Steigelman, J. Broderick, J. Berle, T. Bishop. 
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Row l---Coach Dr. Dennis, D. Gillespie, A. Miller, B. Dunlap, D. Haberstumpf; Row 
2--B. Boaman, J. Francis, T . Hendricks. 
Golf 
From rags to riches ... led in its fourth year by captain and MVP John 
Francis ... finished with a 7-0 record ... in 1970, the team will enter into 
MAC varsity competition ... two highlights of the season were the wins 
over Haverford and Drexel. 
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The girls with the funny looking sticks . . . 
7-1-1 continuance of a winning tradition .. . 
if only West Chester would turn pro .. . 
Goalie Sharon Thomas keeping the defense 
intact . . . Strong offensive performances 
against Trenton State and East Stroudsberg 







Spectacular season with an 8-2 log ... paced 
by Bryant Heisinger V.C. placed a tight third 
in the MAC championships . . . losing sen-
iors, Lee Baumgartner, Brian Souerwine, and 
David Whipp . .. will be led next year by co-




1 + + ~ 
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R. Gibbons, R. Magel, M. Jenkinson, Coach Dr. Howard, P. Adams, D. Jacob, E. Moore. 
Men's Tennis 
A winning season back to back ... an 8-5 record 
under one of schools toughest schedules ... lose 
seniors Milt Jenkinson, and Rick Gibbons, and 
Bob Magel ... Dave Jacob, Paul Adams, and Ed 
Moore will try next year to make it three in a 
row. 
Row I-M . Kunz, G. Myers, M. Alle n, L. Adams, C. Horner, R. Allen, B. 
Dickey; Row 2--L. Kneas, E . Soefer, M. Twentymen, J. Lefkoe, J. Ramsey, 
P. Mercer, P. Gues t. 
Women's Tennis 
Practice today? How deep is the mud? ... 
despite the weather, the female half of the 
tennis team ended with a 7-2 record ... 
hopes are bright for next year with Mary 
Ellen Tomasco, Mary Twentymen, and 
Chris Treiss returning . . . thanks to Miss 
Boyd for a fine coaching job. 









" ... But still try, for who knows 
what is possible." 












faculty offices Freeland A Go-Go 
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Tradition makes way for progress 
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· ... and Freeland was no more 
The skeleton of a new library 
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The rains came down .... 
and Ursinus was MUD. 
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All roads lead to U rsinus 
1.55 
Life at U rsinus goes on .... 
through long hair and cigarettes. 
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Changes have been made 
157 
158 
The "U rsinus Ladies" achieve greater freedom. 
159 
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As a century draws to a close, we 
pause to reflect upon our four years 
here and to recognize the link we have 
with those who were Ursinus before us. 
But just as Freeland Hall has given 
way to a new library, so too must we 
not dwell in the past, but look to the 
future. 
Artist's conCel)tion of 






Delta Pi Sigma 
FRANK KRAUS 
Sigma Rho Lambda 
BARBARA BRUZGO 
Alpha Phi Epsilon 
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PAM SELL 




LINDA VAN HORN 
Delta Mu Sigma 
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CCWherever they are, they bring a special attitude toward life, at 









Class Offi cers-sitting: J. Kapusc inski, 
treasurer ; H. Zehl , secre ta ry; standing: 
T . Judd, vice-president; W . Kealey, 
president. 
Permanent Class Officers-To Judd, secre ta ry-treasurer; W . Kealey, pres ident; V. Marotta, Loyalty Fund chairman. 
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Sitting-B. Rose, L. Adams; standing-J . Picconi , J . 
Corbin , W. Kealey, (missing-M . Berry, M. Murphy, P. 




For the past thirty-eight years, Miss Snell has been an 
active member of the Ursinus faculty, having earned the 
respect of all who come to know her. She is at home on 
the athletic field as well as the classroom and, as coach 
of three sports, her dedication to her teams is unending. 
Producing All Americans is nothing new to Miss Snell. 
For her pleasant personality, kindness, sense of fair 
play, and genuine love for people that we proudly dedi-
cate the 1969 Ruby to Miss Eleanor Snell. 
In Mernoriurn 
John Joseph Ketas, Jr., or "Tex" as we knew him, is gone. 
It would be hard to find a better friend or a better man. He 
was an active person with a talent for doing many things 
and doing them well. "Tex" put forth 100% effort into 
everything he tackled, be it sports, academic endeavours, 
fraternity, or campus activities in general. We only knew 
"Tex" for less than four years, but in that time we got to 
know him well. He had a special air about him, a way with 
people. Tex was always on the go, doing something for 
someone. His list of friends grew as his college career 
progressed. He always seemed to be in a good mood, an 
easy going person; but when he felt strongly abou't some-
thing, you could be sure he'd speak up. We all have many 
memories of the things we did with "Tex", the good times 
we had with him. "Tex" is gone, but we will always remem-
ber him and the friendship we shared. 
The Brothers of Zeta Chi 
LOUISE ANN ADAMS 
HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 
ALPHA SIGMA U 
"Weeze" . . . Meistersingers . .. Most 
Honorable Pledge Mistress Louise 
. .. Peg . . . Bearawood Basement ... 
Who's Who . . . Xylophone Lullaby. 
BARBARA JANE ALLEN 
SPANISH 
"B.]." .. . Mexico '68 ... Calmer for 
three years . . . bowling ... scuba ... 
Dean's List . 
JOAN ADAIR ADDERLY 
ENGLISH 
loan ... 4 yea rs of Messiah . .. 
l' .S.E.A .. ... six semes ters of Dean's 
List ... Meisters ingers. 
HELEN WEEKS ALLEN 
FRENCH PHI ALPHA PSI 
"Hel" ... never the same since Mon-
treal . . . Ocean City summers and 
dreams of Europe . . . mixers on 
Stauffer II with Bissie and Nancy. 
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JOHN H. ADDICKS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE ZETA CHI 
TODD JAY ALLEN 
CHEM. PRE-DENTAL 
BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
"Mod Todd" ... parti es at Svaricks 
... evenings at Roc's and the Bridge 
... Baby Whale. 
RALPH F. ALUISE 
HISTORY 
"Rod" .. . remember Mr. Waldo's 
seminar ... plans for teaching. 
KAREN R. BAKER 
PSYCHOLOGY OMEGA CHI 
Karen .. . basement lover ... one of 
the foursome ... sign out card? ... 
Friday happy hour ... What have I 
missed? . .. looking for a future. 
BARBARA HALLMAN BAILEY 
MATHEMATICS 
"Barb" ... WSGA . .. PSEA ... Big 




CAROLYN LEE BAKER 
HISTORY 
Carolyn ... Mess iah . . . PSEA ... 
living in the Day Study in the cata-
comos of Bomberger. 
BARBARA ANN BALD 
BIOLOGY KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
"Grem" . . . the love of beauty that 
Dr. Armstrong instilled within his 
Fine Arts Students ... caught between 
a Ferguson-Hinkle "discussion." 
MARTIN BALDWIN 
ECONOMICS DELTA MU SIG 1A 
"Marty" . .. Supercar . .. ,fourth mem-
ber of the undes ir able four . .. ad-
ventures in mild-mann ered 442. 
CHARLES R. BATDORF 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
WARREN RICHARD BALDYS, JR. 
POLITICAL SICE CE 
"Rick" ... und r-de table .. . butter-
fl y va lve burns . .. Walk in the rai n .to 
the Martingue (a t 5 A.M .) ... palatIal 
living at the Endicott .. . St. Louis 
woman. 
LEE K. BAUMGARTNER 
ECONOMICS DELTA MU SIGMA 
"Reindeer" ... Left Marty for W art-
hog's sty ... Johnson and Johnson 
award in football for four years 
hung loose ... ran into a wall .. . 
Evie for five. 
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DON GEORGE BARTELL 
CHEMI TRY 
ALPHA PHI EPSILO 
Student-Facult~ how ~s .Whatley 
... Cub and Key . . . wll1nll1g ong 
Fest 1968. 
JANE BAVER 
HEALTH AND PHYS. ED. 
ROBERT W. BEIDLER 
ECONOMICS DELTA PI SIGMA 
"B.W." ... Sig Nu favorite "fick le-
ness" ... money man for Delta P i ... 
evening school specia l ... Let's go to 
Roc's . .. "Everyone knows Bob." 
JOHN H. BENNER IV 
BIOLOGY-PRE-MED. 
DELTA MU SIG 1A 
"Greek" . . . Anybody se n Vi c? ... 
I'd rath r be anywhere than here!" 
.. . Dean's List ... J it rson 
Roomed in the library for three years. 
MARTHA BERRY 
PERRY BENSEN, JR. 
HISTORY 
"P.B.II" . . . Arch conservation or 
God save the queen ... frustrated 
architect . . . ometime artist . . . 
Europe '66 . . . Wyoming '68 ... Com-
puter special: BMW 16000. 
FRENCH TAU SIGMA GA lI MA 
SUSAN M. BESINGER 
FRENCH OMEGA CHI 
"Sue" ... one of the Stauffer base-
ment's fea rl ess foursome ... Friday 
afternoons ... hou rs in the supply 







"J ackie" ... onion soup and melba 
toas t . . . bridge and pinochle 
world traveler .. . "ge1ate vaniglia" 
. . . always on a diet, never losing 
weight. 
SUSAN MARIE BOURGART 
BIOLOGY PHI ALPHA PSI 
"Bogie" . . . egotistical Clamer clan 
and our favorite Prune ... catharsis 
to the Soul Survivors in our room 
with the boom ... goodie room 
special? 
DONALD C. BOOP 
CHEMISTRY 
"Don" ... Beardwood Chern . . . Out-
ing Club . .. W RUC ... lab ass istant 




"Bod" ... CDI .. . living with the 
Paisley 3 streaker ... Hi, lady 
Baby Huey ... S.O.M.T. ... the 
laundry room . . . playing spit 
memorable Pollyanna. 
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DAVID E. BOSLER 
ECO OMICS DELTA PI SIGMA 
"Bos" . .. Harry Symons sleep sessions 
. .. the blue bug 'made it" ... service 
or grad school? 
BARBARA M. BRAY 
PSYCHOLOGY 
On to graduate school. 
KAY BRENSINGER 
MATHEMATICS 
Kay ... PSEA ... Big Sister ... lunch 
at the garage. 
CARL BRONITSKY 
BIOLOGY PRE-MED 
Carl ... always remember Bio 103-
104 . . . turning myself into Dean 
Whatley . . . tbe blue and white 
Chevy wagon ... Nicholl and Leman 
... med ScflOOI. 
MARTHA SUSAN BRESSLER 
MATHEMATICS 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
"Marty" ... living with the BOD ... 
B.B. dance .. . H.A. . . .. "Hi , Lady!" 
... U.C. is cen~rally located ... slip-
pery floors ... Slg Rho raId ... SOMT. 
BARBARA ANN BRUZGO 
BIOLOGY PHI ALPHA PSI 
"Barb" ... Paisley three phone duty to 
Stauffer one operator ... Queen Baby 
... Levie's leff-hand man ... belching 




"Chuck" . . . The phantom of Free-
land Hall .. . the mystery of Fred's 
shirts . . . the woods and the tracks 




"Flakey" . . . European Seminar 
("Betty, you're babbling.") ... horse-
back riding with Raunchy . . . Mr. 




POLITICAL SICE CE 
Tulia . . . b'ansferred to Ursinus . . . 
Young Democrat . . . lunch at the 
garage with the gang . . . liberal-
TIberal ... Who has that other Healey? 
D. SUSAN CANNON 
SPANISH 
"Sue" ... little black VW ... What? 
No radio? ... W ell , who's going to 
drive, Laurie? ... trips . .. horses ... 





PSYCHOLOGY ALPHA SIGMA NU 
"Casey" ... "but still try" ... II bottom 
... Suzy Snowflake ... Carolina or ... 
OB ... H3 . . . Hall Mother ... Cor-
poral ... "Han ther" ... KOJO ... "Do 
unto others." 
"Rabbit" ... the Room ... the bug 
died . .. Where's O'Farthingworthy7 
... Leber, not Keigwin .. . Church? 
... sole supporter for Bell Tel 
See ya Sunday. 
EDWARD CIAS, JR. 
BIOLOGY PRE-DE TAL 
DELTA MU SIGMA 
"Ed" . . . Dean's List . . . Maple's 
h~ppenings ... took a trip on Hell 
mgnt. 
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MICHAEL SCOTT CLEMENS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
"Scott" ... labeled "me and him" ... 
mastered the art of studying in my 






KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
"Bissie" ... KD's Pres ... four great 
years at UC ... "C-L-O-V -E-R sir, as 
in four-leaf, sir." ... good times on 
stage and behind the scenes. 




SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
"Tim" . . . mad, mad Jear in South 
with Duke, Yukon, an Osamer . . . 
"You will say the money?" ... 29 
club ... long, hard road to success 
... unfulfilled poet. 
BARBARA LYNNE COLLINS 
SPANISH OMEGA CHI 
"Lynne" ... a likely story ... one of 
the Stauffer basement's fearless four-





John . .. bell-ringing ... Ray K . .. 
shot slinging .. . [osing things ... en-
joying people . . . finding time to 
study ... midnight miles ... birthday 
parties. 
.. 
JANIS SUSAN CREAMER 
HISTORY KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
"Jan" ... 942 freshman . . . Jan. 7, 
1968-1ii hours waiting for bus in 
Norristown in 17 degree temp. result: 
one semes ter of absence due to illness! 
JUDITH ANNE DANIELS 
BIOLOGY PRE-M ED 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
"Judy" . .. $25 for Chierry .. . Quiet 
hours! ... Big Bill is watching you 
. . . Buckwheat . .. Ebore. . Oh, 
well, there's always HI's ... Haus 
and the big "G". 
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LELAND D. CROPPER, JR. 
BIOLOGY PRE-MED 
"Lee" .. . practice sess ions ... the 
"Rick-Bill" ... band ... Jefferson 
Medical College. 
JOHN STEVEN DARREFF 
POLITICAL SCIE CE ZETA CHI 
JOHN ALLE N DAVIS, JR. 
ECO OMICS 
"J ack" .. . never turn down a bridge 
game .. . Jacobowitz ... freshman In 
the Croft ... any of you guys up for a 
pizza? . . . Raffy . . . The Bomber. 
LARAINE DAVIS 
ENGLISH OMEGA CHI 
"Laurie" . .. What? What did you 
say? ... Back door, what back door? 
... How about a window? ... O'Chi 
basement's popcorn popper ... 5'1)~"!! 
V. JOLENE DE LEON 
PSYCHOLOGY ALPHA SIGMA NU 
"To" ... 942 . .. original RHO . .. 
Paisley 3 .. . red ana silver shining 
... Delta Sig sister. 
LINDA DI MAURO 
HISTORY 
ROBERT E. DAY, JR. 
BIOLOGY ALPHA PHI EPSILON 
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CHARLES L. DEAR 
PSYCHOLOGY 
"Chick" . . . four years of Messiah . .. 
dinner with no forks ... Ursinus 
Christian Fellowship. 
BILLIE JEAN DICKERSON 
HISTORY ALPHA SIGMA NU 
Billie .. . "You all" . .. time for a nap 
· .. ST at Pottsgrove .. . the Gestapo'? 
· .. National WIldlife Societ)' ... Ron 
· .. Who's going to Pennhurst? 
FRANCIS ANTHONY DINOIA 
ECONOMICS 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
"Frank" . .. studio cottage ... is your 
elodea leaf choppy? ... Lancas ter . .. 
las t of Brodbeck 208 .. . Mrs. O's 
buddy ... head dishwas her. 
STEVEN DORFMAN 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
DELTA MU SIGMA 
STEVEN J. ENGLE 
ENGINEERING 
ALPHA PHI EPSILON 
"Steve" .. . Freeland Hall freshman 
year . . . coffee in mathematical 
physics . . . South Hall birthday 
parti es . .. Dr. Shen and Penn . . . 
A.pril 6, 1968. 
DA VID DRIESBACH 
BIOLOGY 
"Dave" ... Omwake tradition ... Tom 
Mooers, telephone! .. Christmas tree 
hunting .. . OOOOOOOH! 
JOHN KEVIN ECKERT 
PHILOSOPHY A D RELIGIO 
"Kev" ... headed for seminary, . 
"To have faith-not to hesitate' ... 
"two peas in a pod." 
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RUSSELL DRUMHELLER 
POLITICAL SCIE CE 
DARRYL JAY ENGLER 
MATHEMATICS 
Darryl . . . WRUC ... Meisters trip 
... music and math. 
GREGORY D. EPLER 
CHEMISTRY 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
"Greg" .. . four semesters of Dean's 
List ... Drink-a-toast .. . Light show 
... Scott, always ... Omwellian-
Gable, Kravitz, Buckley, Pool, Hum-
per. 
MARK F ARBSTEIN 
ECO OMICS 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
Mark . .. Sig Rho house ... Bud-
weiser ... roommate jinx broken .. . 
dishwasher ... garbage disposal .. . 
hates girls and other necessary evils. 
MILLS A. EURE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
Mills . . . most valuable player-
wrestling soph. year . . . pres ident of 
Hunting ancfFishing Club. 
JEANNE ANNE EYER 
ENGLISH ALPHA SIGMA NU 
"Jeannie" .. . too long ... Bear . . . 
are you kidding me? . .. the Rho . . . 
Tunior Salad ... Gladys! .. . Sig Nu 
Belle .. . Melvin . .. fi eldmouse ... 
Ethel. 
NANCY FERGUSON 
SPANISH KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
MARGARET SARA FINAN 
BIOLOGY ALPHA SIGMA NU 
"Peg" . . _ by the shores of Gitchy 
Goomy ... Weeze! . .. Vroom! ... 
dazzle . . . Xylophone Lullaby . . . 
December to RHG. 
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EDWARD FISCHER 
POLITICAL SCIENCE ZETA CHI 
JAMES A. FLURER 
HISTORY 
THOMAS R. FITZSIMONS 
BIOLOGY 
"Fitz" ... golden age of Stine . .. K-X 
... co-founder of tne Society of Arm-
chair Radicals . . . 123 or bust . . . 
it's all been very interesting. 
LUCYANN MICHELE FORD 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
OMEGA CHI 
"Lucy" ... I madrigalisti ... change 
that image ... my buddy ... Did sne 
MICHAEL J. FLEMING 
ECONOMICS 
go inactive? ... Who would eat in 
a garage? . . . Can't we sleep in a 
church? 
JOHN F. FRANCIS 
HISTORY 
O'Farthingworthy .... half a semester 
at the Croft ... the sign so few saw 
... where's Rabbit? ... what didn't 
go into that closet ... yes George, the 
Dug died. 
"Big John" ... mess in' over Rick ... 
stuaent teaching ... think I'll play 
some golf today ... Gamma Ray?? 
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WILLIS G. FRICK, JR. 
CHEMISTRY 
GRACE LUCILLE GAMBRILLE 
ENGLISH OMEGA CHI 
"Lucille" ... kicking out street lights 
. . . exploding cider . . . Celenae, 
HELP!, . . . the dating game . . . 
Lorelei . , . Hazel . . . weekends at 
Lafayette. 
GARY A. FRISCH 
PHYSICS ALPHA PHI EPSILON 
WILLIAM H. FREY 
MA THEMATICS 
"Bill" ... "Little man at U rsinus" ... 
bullfrog . .. choclate cake and Inver 
House ... midnight phone calls ... 
drinking with the Waz at Ocean City. 
SCOTT T. GARBER 
ECONOMICS 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
Scott ... the Sig Rho house of 1966 
.. . many fond memories . .. a symbol 
of the social change which must come 
- even to Ursinus. 
STEPHEN R. GANE 
ECONOMICS ZETA CHI 
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BARBARA JANE GARNER 
PSYCHOLOGY 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
"Barb" . . . hike from Clamer . . . 
Marybeth 1,2,3,4 ... No, I'm Barbara 
· . . Happy hour? meet you at 2:00 
· . . roses and phone calls ... TV room 
· . . Tau Sig waitress. 
BENJAMIN GERSON 
BIOLOGY PRE-MED 
DEBORAH ANN GARNER 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
"Debbie" .. . one year at Cambridge 




SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
"Gibber" ... if anyone calls , we're 
not there at the moment ... Florida 
or bust ... remember the house ... 
First International Gurgling Champ-
ionships. 
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GREGORY T. GELNETT 
ENGLISH ALPHA PHI EPSILON 
"Gregg" ... student teacher ... happily 
hitcheCl to Judy . . . "all righty." 
DAVID D. GILLESPIE 
ECONOMICS 
ALPHA PHI EPSILON 
"Dave" . .. varsity bas ketball as a 
freshman . . . Suite 106 . . . Blevit 
bounced by Buggsy . . . took all 
Harry's courses . .. dishwasher feuds 
with Mrs . O. 
PATRICIA GILLESPIE 
MATHEMA TICS 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
"Pat" . . . chicken math major . . . 
their burden is WHAT?? ... Lyon-
izing. 
JANE COLLEEN GOCKLEY 
PHILOSOPHY 
~ane ... Mus-ke~-toe ... Fire Drill ?I" ." nockout.. . . . ut I was tired .. . 
good speller "Gockly" ... Toot-Toot 
... "you stinkin' rat" ... ASA . . . 
Jim. 
SHIRLEY ANN GLADFELTER 
FRENCH TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
"Pearl" ... Rimby's girl ... remember 
the band in the closet Karen? .. . 
Bradley the pregnant mouse . . . 
Hooray for Hazel .. . open house ... 




FREDERICK R. GLAZIER, JR. 
CHEMISTRY 
STEPHEN J. GORDIN 
BIOLOGY 
"Steve" ... seriously . .. I'm always 
right . . . Cliff, don t be a bigot . . . 
Stme elections ... Trudy Haynes . .. 
Madeline and the Sheriff. 
., 
WILLIAM R. GOTW ALS 
ECONOMICS 
DELTA PI SIGMA 
DOLORES C. GUSSONI 
ENGLISH OMEGA CHI 
"Dee" ... the old lunch gang ... the 
garage . . . liberal, liberal . . . more 
champagne ... sailing around on an 
Italian sbip ... MEL! ... property of 
a Green Beret. 
CHARLES D. GULICK, JR. 
ECONOMICS 
"Don" . .. industrial salesman. 
LINDA JOANNE HANTH 
HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 
ALPHA SIGMA NU 
"Hanth" ... stronger than dirt ... 
Pink Hanther .. . Cassandra ... for 
who knows ... T.D ... . J4 bottom ... 
M.H.P.M .... Stauffer 268~ .. . some-




IAN ROBERT HARVEY 
ECONOMICS 
'T' . . . the Bomberger dungeon 
complete with card games . .. Europe 
1965- with Mr. Davis which included 
a diary entitled "The Secret Life of 
Rick Todt." 
GLEN DAVIDSON HAY 
PHILOSOPHY 
Glen ... Linda ... CMP ... Schlumpf 
. . . moustache . . . Stine ... participa-
tion ... "A Modest Proposal" .. 
Fitz ... German lab ... term papers •. 
KAREN HENNIG 
ENGLISH TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
Karen ... Where did I put my list? 
... Mary Motown . . . l)rewe .. . 
Rocco's someday ... Weejuns!!! .. . 
We'll start studying next week, M . . 
cream dried beef. 
DOUGLAS BYRON HEDMAN 
ECONOMICS 
"Doug" ... Derr's Hindle Seven . . . 
Super Money Maker . . . setback .. . 
31 . . . fools all over the place . . . 
Florida and the Islands ... T-bird 
. . . Red Fox ... uptown. 
HAROLD A. HERR 
ECONOMICS 
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MARGARET LESLIE HEMMER 
HISTORY ALPHA SIGMA NU 
Les lie .. . student teacher at Spring-
fi eld ... "Wake up Billie" ... tlie 
gestaro?? ... pinned to Ty .. . Na-
tiona Wildlife SOciety ... superbag. 
CLIFFERT HERRING, JR. 
HISTORY 
"Cliff' . .. It's not me, it's the rest of 
the world . . . breakfast dates . . . 
what's a tamaqua? ... Let's go to the 




HISTORY TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
Maybeth .. . Clamer trek ... Barb 
1,2,3,4 ... honorary pine and groud 
of it! . .. Happy Hour anyone . . .. 




"Nancy" ... mediator award ... hot-
line for the swim team .. neat summer 
in Montreal . . . cabaret girl ... Paul, 
eh? . . . always car problems . .. sugar. 
WILLIAM J. HILLIARD, JR. 
HISTORY ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
"Bill" ... two years in Stine .. . smash-
ing ~rip to Florida . . . Young Re-
pUblIcan ... days in the dining hall 
... on to law school. 
ROBERT W. HONEYMAN, JR. 
ECONOMICS 
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JAMES L. HOFFMASTER 
POLITICAL SCIE CE 
ALPHA PHI EPSILO 
CAROLINE MC ENTEER 
HORNOR 
HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 
ALPHA SIGMA NU 
"Line" . . . ST at Sprin~-Ford ... 
Let's go y'all .. . officiate . ... What' 
happened to Like-it's red!! .. that's 
WEST Virginia .. . sure, I take rec!! 
JANET L. HOUSKA 
SPA ISH 
ROCCO IACHINI JR. 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ALPHA PHI EPSILON 
"Roc" . . . King Rat ... Bernstein ... 
Barnaby . . . the "I " group . . . 
"Summer Involvement" . . . APE's 
prayermaster . . . 2J~ years as the O's 
floor warden ... SMILE. 
BYRON JACKSON 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
DELTA MU SIGMA 
"By" . . . mighty fine teacher-Dr. 
Parsons ... friend-fellow "Commie" 
-Herb Smith . . . understanding 
buddy-Don Kamela ... car-comou-
flaged Renault. 
DA VID HAMIL TON HUNTER 
PSYCHOLOGY 
"Dave" ... member of K-X football 
champs (intramural) . . . malibu 
convertible ... Stine Hall. 
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KATHLEEN G. HUNTER 
PSYCHOLOGY 
ALPHA SIGMA NU 
"Hunter" ... King Rat ... don't tell 
me if it's bad ... P.H .... Stauffer II 
.. . Sig Nu's prexy ... B.U .... it's a 




"Fred" ... water fights in Fetterolf 
and Derr ... Kibitzing with my be-
loved Dr. Armstrong .. . The Adding 
Machine ... Cub ana Key ... Weekly 
Worker. 
HOW ARD A. JENKINSON 
PHYSICS 
"Howie" ... on to grad school. 
MIL TON JENKINSON 
ECO OMICS 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
" ewton" ... Sig Rho house ... the 
Supply Store .. . a tooth ... Dr. 
Howard on the way back from F . & M. 
JUDITH C. KAPUSCINSKI 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PHI ALPHA PSI 
"Kapp" ... 4 years of class check 
writing ... once a nun ... "So am 
1" ... Forward March! ... It's not 
funny, frosh! ... Hurrah for Hazel! 
. . . Flying Dutchman. 
THOMAS EDDY JUDD, JR. 
MATHEMA TICS 
DONALD W. KAMELA 
POLITICAL SCIE CE 
DELTA MU SIGMA 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
"Tom" .. . member of the K-X champ-
ionship football .team . . . "straight 
arrow . . . dedicated frat-man . . . 
Walt's silent partner. 
JAMES B. KAUFFMAN 
HISTORY ZETA CHI 
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MARY K. KAUFMANN 
HISTORY KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
"Mare" ... most expensive $1.25 ... 
'68 KD sisters ... Dec. 9 . . . yearly 
trips home .. . Sunday nights ... Joe 
ana Mary ... June 14, 1969. 
W ALTER G. KEALEY, JR. 
ECONOMICS 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
"Walt" ... escaped from the Marines 
... U.c. in 3Jf years .. . Rho's pledge-
master. 
GERALDINE C. KEENAN 
HISTORY KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
JOHN J. KETAS, JR. 
PSYCHOLOGY ZETA CHI 
SUSAN LOUISE KEGERISE 
ENGLISH 
"Sue" . . . pink closet ... half-room-
mate ... Pi Nu ... Entish . .. Seventh 
Heaven Senior . . . rumbles . . . 
"suzing." 
FRANK J. KIDDER 
BIOLOGY 
Frank .. . would like to see the Dean 
take Bio 103,104. 
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KATHLEEN B. KIMENHOUR 
ENGLISH KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
"Kathy" ... the Duryea "three" fresh-
man . . . tennis balls with faces, 
really!!! ... the sea and ivy ... my 
little big red rug . .. fish in the refrig 
again?? 
; 
ARTHUR ROBERT KING, JR. 
POLITICAL SCIE CE 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
"Arthropod" . . . ran out of Scrib 
courses ... study breaks at the Red 
Fox .. . retired from football to be-
come future Olympic sailor . . . Sailing 
Club . 
ALAN M. KLUMP 
ECO TOMICS 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
"AI" ... the Olds sti ll runs ... pledg-
ing was fun ... good times turkey 
huntin g. 
RACHEL A. KING 
MATHEMA TICS 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
"Rach" .. . pinned to Mess iah teddy 
bear . .. flat tire? ... early riser!! .. . 
ASA . . . one of the musketeers . . . 
what fir e drill? ... "A rose" in her 
future. 
D A VID R. KOEHLER 
ECONOMICS 
"Dave" ... the time Pres ident Helf-
ferich came to a party in Fetterolf 
dressed as a hippie. 
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ROBERT ANDREW KING 
PSYCHOLOGY 
"AIkie" ... freshman year at Freeland 
H all ... meeting Dean Whatley the 
ni ght before Easter vacation ... 14~ 
demerits ... South Hall ... C.M.P. 
· .. Judy. 
ROBERT M. KOSLAP 
ENGINEERING 
"Kos" . .. baseball 3-B . . . Miss Shultz 
· . . Doc Snyder ... MAC . .. Lehigh 
· .. 307 Brodbeck ... "If I can't play 
third base, nobody can." 
FRANCES E. KRAUS 
MATHEMA TICS 
"Fran" . . . trip to Florida-spring 
vacation Junior year . .. good ola 
Duryea and "Martha" ... summer of 
'68-"pots and pans" and Burmuda 
... the animal room . 
KA THLEEN ANNE KRON 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
OMEGA CHI 
"Kathy" ... freshman year at Rimby's 
. . . turning the memorable age of 
21!! ... sophomore year slump. 
DIANA V. KRUSEN 
GERMAN KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
"D.K." ... headed to Pittsburgh for 
M.L.S. (Master in Library Sciences) 
and my M.R.S.!!! 
MARTIN B. KUNTZ 
HISTORY 
LINDA ANN LARLICK 
ECONOi\IICS 
TOM PETER LAPSA 
BIOLOGY 
Tom ... D err Hall, Hindle 7 ... 
stepball .. . 31 .. . setback . .. te rmite 
coll ecting ... pentathlon ring spin-
ning champ ... on to med school . 
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Linda ... after grad plans for retailing. 
; 
ANDREW LARSEN 
POLITICAL SCIE CE 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
ROBERT BURTON LEMAN 
CHEMISTRY ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
"Buddy" ... Buddy's Bucket ... Derr 
Hall tough guys . . . fOUlth floor 
Freeland ... Nebriski ... T ... Wop, 
Vanity, and Levie. 
MARY CATHERINE LAWRENCE 
BIOLOGY TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
"Larri" ... Tau Sig Pig ... Paisley 3 
gross out ... "I want to be buried in 
jeans and a T-shirt" ... Goodie Room 
Quickies ... Aquarama on Paisley 3 
... Thanks Paula. 
CHERYL ANN' LENICH 
MATHEMA TICS 
Cheryl ... "Oh, my hair looks awful!" 
... Spring-Ford ... student teaching 
. .. ~etting up in the middle of the 
night. ! .. . Frosh at Clamer. 
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MARY CAROL LE CLEIRE 
BIOLOGY OMEGA CHI 
"Carol" ... Summer 68 ... Shreiner 
19 to Beardwood basement ... Carol 
and Judy ... fros ted ... doctor? . .. 
"L I bl" . h I et s cut a . . .. 1lI& t ow ... 
"Turn around, look at me. ' 
BARBARA RUTH LEWIS 
SPANISH 
"Barb" .. . that ~l'eat Meisters tour to 
Washington in 68 ... great times 
with Penny (and Vicki!! ) ... exciting 
adventures with Patti in the blue 
Mustang. 
STEPHEN P. LOCK YEAR 
ECONOMICS 
BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
"Steve" . . . junior year at the Bridge 
... senior year at Shine's ... sopho-
more suspension as an M.D .... Beta 
Sig parties at the barn ... September 
7,1968. 
SUSAN URSULA LYNCH 
BIOLOGY KAPP A DELTA KAPPA 
"Sue" . .. once at 942 ... Hobnettes 
. .. furniture mover . .. "Love" ... 
left on the lawn ... a hundred sand-
wiches a day ... "We need money!" 
... lived with a "S.B." 
EDWARD LODGE 
ECONOMICS DEL T A PI SIGMA 
ROBERT K. LOWDEN 
ECONOMICS 
KENNETH J. MAC LEOD 
3-2 ENGINEERING 
"Poncho" . . . Bomberger Balloons 
... laundry room ... Haley, Marty, 
Bod and Mr. Boston ... Test Scoring 
Machine ... Zwingli mischief ana 
Uncle Lee. 
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ROBERT W. MAGEL, JR. 
ENGLISH 
"Bob" . .. remembers trying to punch 
out the Waz just before Easter in 
Freeland hall . . . Ardmore parties 
and O.C .. .. remembers Alki e, Big 
Steve, Bill Bi el. 
BERNARD J. MAHER, JR. 
HISTORy 
"Bern" ... bio 103 trauma ... Ridge 
Psych . .. white rabbit .. . capitalist. 
VICTOR JOSEPH MAR OTT A 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
"Vic" . .. marri d in six inches of 
snow ... room ing with Sicher, then 
Clemens , then Cathy . . . pledging 
for a whole semester . . . "catch us iT 
you can!" 
ANDREW F. MALONE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
DELTA PI SIGMA 
"Andy" .. . gotta get a date . . . What's 
her story? ... girl-watch r . .. I'm 
bored ... summer frat house house-
mother . . . lover of good times . . . 
Haley. 
CAROL LINDA MARTIN 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
OMEGA CHI 
Carol ... Jan is Toplin ali as C.B. alias 
D.W .... a white mustang ... go 
Hazel! .. . Burlesque at the Croft? 
... the las t of the jet set .. . BYO 
dinner dance. 
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JOHN M. MALONOSKI 
HISTORY DELAT PI SIGMA 
"B as t" ... Ugly Man ... record 
hold r for short, involved summer 
romances ... Mr. Waldo's most d di -
ca ted, undedica ted student .. . Spaid 
and th bullpen. 
MEL VIN H. MAYS 
MATHEMATICS 
"Mel" ... dropping loaded trays at 
the O's feet ... stat ta les .. . no more 
thumbling to Bryn Mawr ... tem-
ponlry run around . . . First Fi eld 
FIre. 
ALAN Me ALARNEY 
ECONOMICS 
MARGARET MC KEON 
ECO OMICS 
CHARLES F. Me CORMICK III 
HISTORY 
June 4, 1947- January 16, 1966. 
JO LYNNE MC NAMEE 
SPANISH ALPHA SIGMA NU 
Jo ... Sig u Belle . . . Stauffer 2. 
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ROBERT Me DONALD 
HISTORY ZETA CHI 
RUTH FORBES Me NAUGHT 
HISTORY TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
Ruth .. . Goofer . .. last of the glam-
our green thirteen ... "yes, I know" 
.. . Mrs. Sham and the "S" ... brain-
washed on Delta Pi . . . perpetual 
map corrector. 
RICHARD S. MEALS 
HISTORY 




JOSEPH H. MILLER 
SPANISH ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
"Joe" ... kitchen worker . .. dining 
hall rule-breaker . .. Maureen .. . 
only male Spanish major . .. favorite 
ofZX'ers . .. Chug, the Champ!! 
MARY KATHERINE MEYERS 
HISTORY 
EDWARD JOSEPH MIHALY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
"Mary K" ... lucky 13 at 942 . . . Hob-
nettes ... growing pains .. . Lynch? 
"W arthog" . . . electric flowers V.P. 
... Arthropod ... finally got a rein-
deer . . . 13lack Power sympathizer 
. . . black levis ... hepatitis . . . hung 
loose. 
.. . "quality people" . . . degree in 
furniture moving .. . a hundrea sand-
wiches a day. 
GERALD L.W. MILLER 
PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION 
ROBIN STEPHEN MILLER 
ENGLISH 
"Rob" . . . Messiah and Meister-
singers ... Oh, those lunchtime pin-




BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
MAUREEN ANNA MURPHY 
HISTORY PHI ALPHA PSI 
"Murph" . . . two great years at 
Clamer ... life with Bobbi ... Who's 
Who ... Joe . .. fighting the es tablish-
ment .. . Waldo supporter ... always 
up for a party! 
DORIS ANN MYERS 
E GLISH AND HISTORY 
Doris ... Dean's List all the way ... 
studying under trees . .. talking in-
stead of studying ... working over-
time in the library. 
THOMAS RICHARD MOOERS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
"Tom" . . . APO and friendships 
ga ined ... Meisters tour and the fun 
experi ences ... the Omwake Happy 
21st! ... 1968, year of the car ... San 
Juan at last. 
TERRY O. MYERS 
BIOLOGY 
Terry . .. M r. Rafetto ... summer at 
the marine lab ... fish and lobsters 
... useless memorization ... likes legs . 
MEREDITH NEELY 
PSYCHOLOGY ALPHA SIGMA U 
"M uff' . .. ig u's permanent food 
committee ... the group ... the 
Gestapo? ... Hey, who caned th fire 




"Barb" ... 2 years each with "garbage 
mouth" Charlotte and Bolt ... canvas-
sing Collegeville twice a year with 
John . .. beer parties in "Plymy". 
SUSAN NEFF 
IATHEMATICS 
"Sue" ... four years in C lamer ... 
CMP's terrors ... Dr. Dennis ' "how-
to-do-its" ... no weekend complete 
without a D's pizza ... killing cen ti -
pedes at 1 a.m. 
PAT C. NISSLEY 
ENGLISH ALPHA SIGMA U 
ALBERT THOMAS NICHOLL 
E 0 01\IIC 
"Tom" ... trouble with C MP but did 
well with Levie and organi C?! .. . 
economics pre-med .. . C lub 2000 
. . . es taolish d German tutoring 
service with Leman. 
DENNIS O'CONNELL 
HISTORY 
'JUDITH C. OLSHEFSKIE 
MATHEMATICS OMEGA CHI 
"T udy" ... Shreiner 19 ~o Beardwood 
Basement ... summer 68 ... Carol 
and Judy ... blonde flirt .... .. Bill 
... cheerl eader ... "Everybody's got 
to be free!" 
JOHN S. PAULEY 
HISTORY 





PHIL. & RELIGION 
BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
JOSEPH A. OROSZ 
~ I ATHEMATICS 
DELTA PI SIGMA 
"Joe Ozone" ... rul ed by a queen of 
a King since Hai-Lai ... treKked to 
the reedy marshlands for Bridge and 
Pinochle ... Hooray for Clamer and 
O.C.!! 
MICHAEL L. PEASE 
HISTORY ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
"Mike" ... Mr. Waldo's seminar .. . 
the Renault that died twice ... MAC 
basketball finals. 
1 
AL VIN MILLARD PHILPET 
PfI YSI S 
"AI" .. . IUll ch? at 488 ... Thursdays 
at amclback ... M I's tape recorder 
... "A ll things arc ready, if our minds 
be so-" Shakespeare. 
MADELEINE H. POOLE 
FRE CII ALPHA SI MA 
Madeleine ... Did I leave som thing 
in your room'? . . . Pa isley 2 a-go-go ... 
wat h out iss ley, I'vc got my camera 
. . . uestlOn.. . . nswer.. "Q .?" "A I' 
JOHN STEVEN PICCONI 
POLITICAL CIENCE 
John ... Campus liberal ... Boycott 
rapes ... Dr. Zucker's fan. .. ub 
andl(ey ; .. Y. Democrats' ampaigns 




POLITI AL eIE E 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
"J.P." ... lived in 944, lamer, Beard-
wood, tauffer and a day student ... 
ieb's secretary for two yea rs . .. be-
li eved to be a sen ior first day here. 
ROBERT A. QUIETMEYER 
HISTORY 
"Bob" . . . teaching and graduate 
study. 
"Patt " . . . th Clamer crawl . . . bugs 
aga in? ... th year of the gr en pony-
SKin ... a wild driv r . .. humma-
humma-humma ... "That's just not 








MARILYN C. REED 
MATHEMATICS 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
"M" ... waitress in animal room . . . 
Boss Woman (2,3,4) ... Joe Bean . . . 
Rimby's ... "Don't look in my second 
drawer, Karen!" ... three years on the 
green hall. 
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KRISTIN ELAINE RAYWOOD 
BIOLOGY PRE-MED 
"Kris" . . . vivacious Viking . . . scalpel's 
victim ... curator anatomical models 
... 21 with privileges ... shrinking 
skirts . . . mailman's menance . . . 
loving laureate. 
ZETA CHI 
DOUGLAS W. REEVES 
ECONOMICS 
"Doug". ' .. the gas attack a t Kei/?,win 
... 5ndge 111 toe Supply . . . But 
Doug, it's all in fun!" 
ROBERT N. REID 
ECO 10\11 S 
BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
LINDA ANN RICHTMYRE 
ENGLISH 
Linda . . . good memories? .. . Glen 
. .. .Y. Times ... 8 o'clocks ... 
learning to sail ... Olevian (finally! ) 
. . . Weekly ... WRUC ... senior 
year is bes t. 
LEWIS RANDOLPH RHODES, III 
ECO Oi\IICS ZETA CHI 
THOMAS W. RHODY 
POLITICAL SCIE CE 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
ROBERT ROBINSON 
BARBARA JOAN ROSE 
HISTORY - ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
"Bob" ... talk me into Shine's, John 
.. . Grove City isn 't that far . .. M r. 
WaLdo a~d Dr. Rice ... ~ob's ,~o tta 
. .. Here s to you, M r. RobInson. 
HISTORY TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
"Bobbin .... ex-Clamer girl . .. three 
yea r WIth Maureen ... the RUBY .. . 
Who's Who ... "and her bevy of 
bouncing buds" . . . green bug 
Bobby's Bobbi ... Munich bounCl. 
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MARK A. ROSENBERG 
BIOLOGY 
SANDRA ANN ROTHROCK 
E GLISH KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
"Rocky" ... What? me teach senior 
gu)'s? .. . 942 fo rever .. . Not drunk-
I always act this way! .. . Tears and 
Laughter ... sleep-what's that? 
WILLIAM DANIEL RUDLOFF 
E GLISH - DELTA MU SIGMA 
"Dan" ... when Russ and I traded 
dates at the Homecoming Dinner 
Dance. 
ROBERT S. RUHLMAN, JR. 
ECO OMICS 
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PETER ALEXANDER ROZETT 
ECONOMICS 
"Pete" ... early days of WRUC .. . 
running the program while the station 
was literally b eing built. 
JONATHAN A. RUMPF 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
"Juan" . . . any relation to Columbian 
coffe pickers? ... one of the F etterolf 
boys Debatable Debators . . . "Learn 
wisdom from all men."-Rabbi Ben 
Zoma 
GARY KENT SAILOR 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
"Gar" .. . Wendie . . . Old Freeland 
boys . . . good times with the guys ... 
blowouts at the College Arms . . . 
attempted hit and run . . . the four 
pledges. 
WILLIAM ALAN SAVAGE 
E GLISH DEL T A PI SIGMA 
"Sav" ... charter member of Marsella's 
free fall fump corps . .. only man to 
quit smoking more than 500 times in 
a four year college career. 
MARILYN SARSET 
POLITICAL SCIE CE 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
"Sal's" . .. president of HAZEL .. . 
happy hours . .. 3 years on the green 
side of Beardwood II ... Sars said 
that?! ... footba ll fan . . . wet pledge 
trip. 
JUDITH ANN SCHNEIDER 
E GUSH 
"J udy" . .. memories of the farm and 
long-haired radicals. 
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PAUL L. SA UTTER 
PHYSICS 
Paul . .. Lunch? at 488 . .. Europe 
1967 on $2.50 per day (and I'm rroing 
to do it again) . . . think snow! . ... 
"But still try for who knows what is 
possible." 
SHEILA SHUPE SCHMIDT 
E GLISH 
heila ... bein g a housewife, mother, 
and student at the same time .. . liv-
ing in the day study-in the cata-
combs of Bomberger. 
THOMAS A. SCULL 
BIOLOGY 
"Tom" ... the only resident of Schultz 
Hall ... was waylaid high in .Y.C. 
and almost missed the bus . . . 
Classes-what classes? Let's go skiing." 
EUGENE PAGET SEARFOSS, JR. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
"Gene" . .. Sigmund Freud Searfoss 
... )'ou're projecting ... DL's fair-
haired boy . . . that's reinforcing . .. 
psycho-therapy sessions ... I'm oT age. 
JAMES nCHAEL SHELLEY 
ECO OMICS 
SIGt-.lA RHO LAt-.!BDA 
"Mike" ... pres ident Undesirable 
Four. 
MARY ANN SHANK 
E GLISH OMEGA CHI 
Mary Ann ... Rimby's girl .. . where's 
the Hoge?-bzzzz ... RAZELite ... 
songfest tears ... unhappy unbirthday 
... sleeping potion . .. S-ig Rho, where 
are you? 
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PAMELA JANE SELL 
HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 
T A SIGMA GAMMA 
"Pam" ... my fri end HAZEL .. . 
Camp Rockwood . . . a green owl .. . 
5 mlJlute showers ... 21 forever .. . 
When will it snow? ... 26 hour 
drives .. . Smile! ... Here that! 
MAURICE P. SHUMAN, JR. 
HISTORY ZETA CHI 
"Tad" . .. 2 ),ears at 447 ... )f year at 
816 and Croft . .. ZX social member 
.. '. J.!. Basco's m~nager ... Pam, 
SpalJl, ove ... MaUllce-'E-O. 
NANCY ELLEN SIBLEY 
MATHEMA TICS 
" ance" . . . lon~est engagement 
ever . .. geometry.! .. . we could 
have cut! ... dusting in my room .. . 
Ouiet hours!!! ... ASA ... Where's 
the spot remover? 
DAVID J. SMITH 
BIOLOGY 
JILL BARBARA SIMONE 
BIOLOGY 
"N illy" ... slacks and Jill = raincoat 
... what's a snooze alarm clock? .. . 
quiet? .. . heated things are hot! .. . 
ASA ... bio's much Detter ... bes t 
bulletin reader ever. 
"Dave" .. . Shine's and Bud's ... Pi 
Nu Epsilon ... gamma Ray . .. Nort 
and Russ ... "Rick is eating at Joe's" 
.. . 724 ... Buick with 88,000. 
CELENAE B. SORENSON 
PSYCHOLOGY OMEGA CHI 
"Cel" . . . carried out of dining room 
on chair .. . Doug ... kicking out 
street lights ... go HAZEL ... eh? 
. .. 9 Singapore STings? ... Mary and 
weekends. 
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JOYCE ANN SMALL 
MATHEMATICS 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
Joyce ... Pi u Epsilon ... Messiah 
and '[ eistersin~ers .. . majorettes .. . 
li stening to Pat s tales of lyon-hunting 
in Maine. 
DOUGLAS R. SMITH 
ECONOMICS 
ALPHA PHI EPSILON 
"Doug" .. . WWC with Swope .. . 
APE JJ1 OC, New Jersey-s ummer '68. 
BRIAN L. SOUERWINE 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Brian ... rooming with Al McAlarney 
. . . running the mile in the Penn 
relays. 
LARRY K. SPAID 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
DELTA PI SIGMA 
"Larry Lion" ... Bio., Pol. Sci., etc 
· . . LDM ... honor dorms-RIGHT! 
· .. '58 green whale ... "can Beast 
come out and play?" ... . good timer! 
GWEN B. STEIGELMAN 
HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 
PHI ALPHA PSI 
"GwendoLiON" ... P.E. camp p arties 
· .. Phi Psi 's coin keeper ... ' turtle" 
for a roommate ... little blue falcon 
· .. co-captain ... c.T., naturally. 
GREGORY A. ST ABILIT 
ECONOMICS 
BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
Greg . .. Plans for the future in Sales . 
GERALD PAUL STERNER 
BIOLOGY 
"Jerry" ... Joanne ... Ocean City, 
Maryland ... MLB with Alf and Tom 
... Room at the Top-488 . .. "We 
must act and build out of our own 
spirits"-Gold. 
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FRED HAAKON STECKHAHN, JR. 
HISTORY 
Fred .. . Mess iah ... Protheater ... 
Dean's Lister ... campus car cutting 
... grad student or "Vazoo's gym 
class ... on to grad studies in art 
history. 
PETER C. STOCKETT 
POLITICAL SCIE CE 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
JUDITH ANN STORER 
HISTORY 
"Judy" ... Loved Messiah and Meis-
tersingers ... 2 years at Clamer ... 
roommates Sue, Pat, and Lois . . . 
Montreal with Maddeleine ... tennis 
anytime. 
RICHARD HENRY SYKES 
ECO lOMICS 
BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
"Henry" ... master Betan ... Rushing 
Chairman 67-69 ... Pledgemaster .. . 
Wine-o-ramas ... Drink-a-thons .. . 
could sell DLH a stag film ... combo 
drives with AI. 
DEBORAH LEE STRATTON 
E GLISH - TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
"Debbie" ... Snowflake ... Spaghetti 
woman ... dorm 1,2,3,4 ... partly 
bottled .. . chucked senior year. 
VICTOR T ACCONELLI, JR. 
BIOLOGY - DELTA MU SIGMA 
"Tac" ... "Hey, how ya doing!" ... 
worrying doesn't get you anywhere 
... all MAC outfiefder ... headed for 
med school. 
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WILLIAM A. SWOPE 
HISTORY - ALPHA PHI EPSILO 
"Bill" ... varSity dishwasher for 3 
years ... freshman and sophomore in 
the "great South Hall" ... W.W.C. 
with "Smith ... Ape in O.c., lew 
Jersey-summer '68. 
LYNN E. TALLEY 
BIOLOGY TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
RICHARD E. TAYLOR 
PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION 
"Dickel" ... Joe E. Hindle Memorial 
step ball games . . . fourth floor ... 
magnificent seven . . . headed for 
seminary. 
FREDERICK GEORGE TOOT III 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
DELTA MU SIGMA 
"Rick" . . . part- time student, full 
time fireman ... Bear Squad and sun-
shine forever ... How can Bomberger 
be locked? ... milk, sandwiches, and 
sticky buns! 
MICHAEL JOHN TELEPCHAK 
CHEMISTRY 
"Mike" .. . headed for grad school. 
SAMUEL C. TOTARO, JR. 
CHEMISTRY ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
"Sam" ... original Den Hall boy ... 
little blue bug .. . fourth year with 
Brillo .. . the original WOP ... Presi-
dent's lackey ... Italian power. 
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SHARON E. THOMAS 
HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 
"Set" .. . P.E. classes and parties ... 
Hobson's Mrs. Jones ... S-ee no evil, 
hear no evil, speak no evil . . . the 
"bomb" died ... Where's Moravian? 
GREGORY A. TRACEY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE - ZET A CHI 
JOANNE SMITH TY ON 
MAT llEM AT I 
10 <1 nne . . . s ix semes te rs of D ean 's 
Lis t . . , la th lub . .. Messia h ... 
I eaded for teaching . 
LINDA V AN HOHN 
E Ll S II TA [ J~ I A A~ I ~ I A 
"Bubbles" . . . breakf'asts w ith Eri .... 
two yea rs with l'- Ia ry on grcen B a rd -
wood II .. . s tudcnt tea 'hin g 
Il omecon in g. 
NEIL BA TE TYTLEH, JR 
BIOLO Y PRE -~1ED 
DELTA PI J t\ l A 
':T y" ... a surprise pac kage fo r Pais ley 
fr om pic Iges ... 11 :30's with Les li 
... h 'a rts game . . . a t least the 'a r 
runs ... ex ' 'ulive action ... t a 
anyo l er 
ELIZABETH CHIUSTINE W AGNEH 
ERMAN PHI ALI I-IA P I 
"Belty" ... a H obson fr es hma n ... 
Upp ' r o r lower bunk? . .. HAZEL's 
s 'ere ta ry a nd Shrei ne r's ROAH ... 
junior yea r escape . . . a li as Be ttchen. 
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ROBEHT LEO VANDEHLIN II 
BLOLOGY PRE-~IED 
DEI TA ~ I U I IA 
" . omer" ... mattress in the <ju ad ... 
P.L. .13. & Rocco & me = 14 de-
merits . . . Levi e, my buddy . . . D emas 
chap lain ... comp anat lab and 
Florida. 
ALLEN MAHTIN WALSTAD 
PII YS J 
"AI" ... ha rmony a t 13 lamer Ave 
. . .. d ecora tin l$ Bomb >rg I' .. . wine 
for supper . . . It's how good you are 
the day of the mee t." .. R ay Gurzyn-
ski. 
MARY PATRICIA WATSON 
MATHEMA TICS 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
"Mares" ... 944 jang ... CMP again? 
NEVER! . . . ack and letters to 
Scranton .. . U. . tours ... Twinkle, 
Twinkle Little Star .. . many Ruby 
headaches. 
ROBERT C. WELSH 
E GLISH 
RICHMOND C. WATSON 
CHEMISTRY ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
"Rich" .. . organ repairing . . . Oh 
good ,Jim . . . roommate with an in-
fen onty complex ... Tammy. 
CLARE ELIZABETH WHELEN 
FRENCH 
Clare ... "Oh to be in England" ... 
four years at C lamer . . . musical 
majors . .. and others?! 
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STEPHEN MAX WEISS 
BIOLOGY PRE-MED 
DELTA MU SIGMA 
"Steve" .. . occassional Dean's Lister 
... headed for med school. 
DA VID C. WHIPP 
ECONOMICS 
"Whipper" ... Joey Hindle and Derr 
Hall forever . . . "Ever see a butterfly 
or a squas h?" 
APRIL RACHEL WINHAM 
HEALTH & PHYS. ED. 
"Ape" ... mumble that again, please 
... all-purpose grin ... Wnen are )'ou 
coming over? ... love Rt. 113 bridge 





"Chuck" ... Electric Flowers Presi-
dent . . . the "Waz" never ceased to 
amaze me! ... "crazy injun!" .. . the 
"Flowers" parties were a gas. 
DELANA WIECZOREK 
WARREN MATTHEW WILKINS 
BIOLOGY 
Warren . .. getting an A plus from 
Harry Symons in Ec. 4 . . . headed for 
med-school at University of Pitts-
burgh. 
BIOLOGY PHI ALPHA PSI 
"Dee" .. . Fi~ht, Bears , Fight! . .. "the 
hones t truth' . . . winter dinner dance 
'68 . .. ROARingly happy. 
MARY ANN WISE 
MARSHALL E. WREN 
PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION 
Marshall ... the fabulous Dr. Hinkle 
. . , horrors of Dr. VanDam and Biology 
103 and CMP ... the purely moronic 
behavior ofIan Harvey. 
HISTORY OMEGA CHI 
Mar)' Ann ... VW hot rod ... one of 
Stauffer basement's fearless foursome 
.. . 17 parking tickets ... queer tear 
... toga parties at Cocoa Beach ... 
Leupyr 
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MARK C. YOUNG 
PSYCHOLOGY DELTA MU SIGMA 
Mark ... second day on campus it 
started, June 8 junior year it ended 
... What a beautiful day for a parade! 
.. . Fire! . . . Help ... 11 mugs and a 
plectron. 
LYNDA SHUSTER YOUNG 
MATHEMATICS - OMEGA CHI 
"Shust" .. . ski much? ... forever 
chasing fire trucks . . .Paisley 3 to 
Basement sparkle .. . marriage ... 
Bomberger ti e up . .. ST at Spring-
fi eld ... Mrs . Maile 
MARGARET A. ZA VOTSKY 
ENGLISH 
HOLLY ANN ZEHL 
PSYCHOLOGY PHI ALPHA PSI 
Holly ... 3 years class recorder ... 
Levi s loss, Ridge's regret ... 640-
BH11 ... country cornflakes ma and 
pa ... leader loser ... tan travels ... 
blue pen. 
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PAUL STANLEY ZAMOSTEIN 
BIOLOGY 
"Zamo" ... from Derr's elite to Brod-
beck basement . . . Joey Hindle's 
personal M.D .. .. U.G's Marty Glick-
man ... seven from Gwynedd to Red 
Fox. 







VALEDICTORIAN: Barbara Ruth Lewis 
SALUTATORIAN: Doris Anne Myers 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE: Tohn Allen Davis, Jr. 
Barbara Ruth Lewis 
Kenneth John MacLeod 
Doris Anne Myers 
Joanne Smith Tyson 
Allan Martin Walstad 
CUM LAUDE: koan Adair Adderley ohn Noyes Corbin 
oberta Ann Estes 
Willis Gilbert Frick, Jr. 
Nancy Kay Holland 
Tanet Louise Houska 
Frederick Albert Jacob 
Tom Peter Lapsa 
Susan Elaine Neff 
Dennis Lee O'Connell 
Paul LaVerne Sautter 
Warren Matthew Wilkins 
/ I" 
()/ 
LOUISE A. ADAMS 
1624 N. 15th St. , Reading, Pa. 
JOAN A. ADDERLEY 
210 Church Rd., Norristown, Pa. 
JOHN H. ADDICKS TR. 
32 Rolling Hill Dr. , Chatham, N.J. 
BARBARA J. ALLEN 
610 Seven th St., Ocean Ci ty, N.J. 
HELEN W. ALLEN 
163 Hillcrest Ave., Manhasset, .Y. 
RALPH F. ALUISE 
19 N. Morris Ave., Atlantic City, N.J. 
BARBARA H. BAILEY 
. 514 Seville St. , Philadelphia, Pa. 
CAROLYN L. BAKER 
1702 Main St., Collegeville, Pa. 
KAREN R. BAKER 
Box 75, Dimock, Pa. 
THOMAS F. BAKER 
78 S. Mt. Vernon St., Pottstown, Pa. 
BARBARA A. BALD 
142 Anchor Ave., Beachwood, .J . 
MARTI W. BALDWIN 
127 Scenic Dr., Horseheads , N.Y. 
WARREN R. BALDYS 
100 S. Harrisburg St., Steelton, Pa. 
DON G. BARTELL 
105 Laurel Ave., Sea Girt, N.J. 
CHARLES R. BATDORF 
R.D. No. 1, Pottstown, Pa. 
LEE K. BAUMGARTNER 
R.D. No.1, Tunkhannock, Pa. 
TANE E. BAVER 
Front & Dott St., Pennsburg, Pa. 
TOH H. BENNER IV 
Palmers Mill Rd., Media, Pa. 
PERRY BENSON JR. 
Gypsy Hill Rd., Penllyn, Pa. 
MARTHA E. BERRY 
651 Glendale Rd., Havertown, Pa. 
SUSAN M. BESINGER 
309 Roosevelt Ave., Folsom, Pa. 
BARBARA A. BINGAMA 
131 N. Eighth St., Shamokin, Pa. 
JACQUELINE BOLTON 
424 Benson Manor, Jenkintown, Pa. 
DONALD C. BOOP 
R.D. No. I, Millmont, Pa. 
DAVID E. BOSLER 
1824 Pine St., orris town, Pa. 
SUSAN 1. BOURGART 
R.D. 0.5 Box 479, Flemington, .J. 
SUSA BOYD 
2 Windsor Circle, Springfield, Pa. 
BARBARA M. BRAY 
P.O. Box 98, Green Lane, Pa. 
KAY E. BRENSINGER 
51 King St., Pottstown, Pa. 
MARTHA S. BRESSLER 
147 Sherman Rd. , Springfield, Pa. 
HARRY E. BROADBENT III 
2322 Tague Ave., Glenside, Pa . 
CARL BRONITSKY 
1901 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
BARBARA A. BRUZGO 
346 E. Ludlow St. , Summit Hill, Pa. 
ELIZABETH BURNS 
Box 307, Union Bridge, Md. 
JULIA R. CAIOLA 
200 E. Logan St., Norristown, Pa. 
SUSAN D. CANNON 
3003 Stoney Creek Rd., Norristown, 
Pa. 
GLEN W. CANNO 
807 N. Jackson St., Media, Pa. 
KATHLEEN CARSON 
1 Westbrook Dr. , Moorestown, N.J. 
EDWARD CIAS JR. 
405 Moyer Rd. , Pottstown, Pa. 
MICHAEL S. CLEMENS 
Box 225, RD No.1, Telford, Pa. 
RANDALL A. CLOUSER 
1813 Belvedere Ave., Havertown, Pa. 
ELIZABETH A. CLOVER 
Lamar, Pa. 
DAVID J. COHAN 
686 Parkway Ave., Trenton, N.J. 
BARBARA L. COLLINS BOSLER 
26 Jeffersonville Dr., Norristown, Pa. 
JOHN N. CORBIN 
330 Comly Ave., Collingswood, N.J. 
TIMOTHY C. COYNE 
2942 Penn Square Rd., Norristown, 
Pa. 
JANIS S. CREAMER 
319 Pomeroy St., Ridley Park, Pa. 
LELA D D. CROPPER 
13 Holbrook Rd., Havertown, Pa. 
JUDITH A. DANIELS 
307 Browning Lane, Cherry Hill, .J. 
JOHN S. DARREFF 
5427 Saul St. , Philadelphia, Pa. 
JOHN A. DAVIS JR. 
219 S. Lynn Blvd., Upper Darby, Pa. 
LARAINE E. DAVIS 
127 Walnut St., Jenkintown, Pa. 
ROBERT E. DAY TR. 
305 Paxson Ave., G1enside, Pa. 
CHARLES L. DEAR 
523 E. Godfrey Ave .. Phila., Pa. 
BILLIE J. DICKERSON 
730 11th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 
LI DA J. DIMAURO 
203 Owen Ave., Lansdowne, Pa. 
FRA CIS A. DINOIA 
638 Ridge St., Freeland, Pa. 
STEVEN P. DORFMA 
1716 Marilyn Dr., Havertown, Pa. 
DAVID R. DRIESBACH 
629 Waverly St., Shillington, Pa. 
RUSSELL L. DRUMHELLER JR. 
708 . Adams St., Pottstown, Pa. 
JOHN K. ECKERT 
114 Washington A"e., N. Wales, Pa. 
STEPHE ENGEL 
2 Pine Lane, WaYSide, N.J. 
DARRYL J. ENGLER 
304 W . Main Ave., Myerstown, Pa. 
GREGORY D. EPLER 
1319 Lacrosse Ave., Reading, Pa. 
MILLS A. EURE 
1121 Mason Ave., Drexel Hill, Pa. 
JEANNE A. EYER 
6 Norton Rd., Stroudsburg, Pa. 
MARK B. FARBSTEIN 
23 Redrowen Lane, Plymouth Mtg., 
Pa. 
ANCY L. FERGUSON 
10 Constance Dr., Trenton, N.J. 
MARGARET S. FINAN 
7 Colonial Ave., Woodbury, N.J. 
EDWARD T. FISCHER 
120 Moredon Rd., Philadelphia, Pa. 
THOMAS R. FITZSIMO S 
R.D. o. 5, Bethlehem, Pa. 
MICHAEL J. FLEMING 
138 Atlantic Ave., Long Branch, N.J. 
JAMES A. FLURER 
1232 Bon Air Rd., Havertown, Pa. 
LUCYANN M. FORD 
232 New Hope St., Norristown, Pa. 
JOHN F. FRANCIS 
914 Derstine Ave., Lansdale, Pa. 
WILLIAM H. FREY 
2362 Main St., Northampton, Pa. 
WILLIS G. FRICK JR. 
2312 Coles Rd., Norristown, Pa. 
GARY A. FRISCH 
509 Gnrl Steuben Rd., K. Prussia 
GRACE L. GAMBRILL 
15 E. Walnut Ave., Merchantville, N.J. 
STEPHEN R. GANE 
2711 Hillcrest Ave., Norristown, Pa. 
SCOTT T. GARBER 
411 Ridge View Ave., Elizabethtown, 
Pa. 
BARBARA L GARNER 
107 Cherry ane, Doylestown, Pa. 
DEBORAH A. GARNER 
46 Yowago Ave., Branford, Conn. 
GREGORY T. GELNETT 
R.D. No.2, Halifax, Pa. 
BENTAMIN GERSON 
402 Waring Rd., Elkins Park, Pa. 
RICHARD S. GIBBONS 
16 East Ave., Norwalk, Conn. 
DAVID D. GILLESPIE 
61.5 Limestone St., Catasauqua, Pa. 
PATRICIA A. GILLESPIE 
632 Belgrove Dr., Kearny, N.J. 
SHIRLEY A. GLADFELTER 
1452 Monroe St., York, Pa. 
FREDERICK R. GLAZIER JR. 
R.D. No.1, Souderton, Pa. 
JANE C. GOCKLEY 
416 Balderston Dr., Exton, Pa. 
TAMES C. GOLDSMITH 
{}30 S. Hillview Rd., Allentown, Pa. 
STEPHEN J. GORDIN 
1440 Windsor Pk. La., Havertown, Pa. 
WILLIAM R. GOTW ALS 
14 Beacon Hill La., Phoenixville, Pa. 
CHARLES Q. GRIFFITH 
1789 Washington Ave., Meadowbrook, 
Pa. 
CHARLES D. GULICK JR. 
2912 Michele Dr. , Norristown, Pa. 
DOLORES C. GUSSONI 
2821 Delta Lane, Trooper, '~a . 
LINDA J. HANTH 
R.D. No. 2, Box 128, Pottstown, POl. 
IAN R. HARVEY 
1709 Newbold Lane, Laverock, Pa . 
GLEN D. HAY 
3591 Sparton Rd. , Harrisburg, Pa. 
DOUGLAS B. HEDMAN 
39 Ridge Rd., Roseland, N.J. 
MARGARET L. HEMMER 
202 Plush Mill Rd., Wallingford, Pa. 
KAREN L. HENNIG 
540 Newtown Rd., Warminster, Pa. 
HAROLD A. HERR 
601 W. Ridge Pike, Royersford, Pa. 
CLIFFERT F. HERRING JR. 
407 Nescopec St., Tamaqua, Pa. 
MARYBETH HESS 
Tainter St., Peapack, N.J. 
WILLIAM T. HILLIARD TR. 
129 Henley Rd., Philadelphia, Pa. 
JAMES L. HOFFMASTER 
322 W. FOI'nance St., Norristown, Pa. 
NANCY K. HOLLAND 
13 Dechert Rd., Conshohocken, Pa. 
ROBERT W. HONEYMAN JR. 
54 N. Whitehall Rd., Norristown, Pa. 
CAROLINE M. HORNOR 
Box 46B Rt. o. 1, Clarksburg, W. Va. 
JANET L. HOUSKA 
18 E. Brook Rd., Martinsville, N.J. 
DAVID H. HUNTER 
333 'Warminster Rd., Hatboro, Pa. 
KATHLEEN G. HUNTER 
802 Parry Ave., Palmyra, N.J. 
ROCCO IACHINI JR. 
1044 Lehigh St., Easton, Pa. 
BYRON M. TACKSON 
1623 N. Fifth St., Harrisburg, Pa. 
FREDERICK A. TACOB 
573 Mervine St., Pottstown, N.J. 
HOWARD A. JENKINSON 
1208 Rosemont La., Abington, Pa. 
MILTON K. JENKINSON 
224 Wendover Dr., Havertown, Pa. 
THOMAS E. JUDD TR. 
324 Rambli ng Way, Springfi eld, Pa. 
DONALD W. KAt-. l ELA 
15-48 Parmelee Ave., Fair Lawn, N.J . 
JUDITH C. KAPUSCINSKI 
38 Hobart PI. , Totowa, N.J. 
JAMES B. KAUFFMAN JR. 
561 Reynolcl<; Ave., Lancaster, Pa. 
MARY KAUFMANN MELROSE 
1010 W. Heather Rd., Oreland, Pa. 
W ALTER G. KEALEY TR. 
3107 Winchester Ave., pbila., Pa. 
GERALDINE C. KEENAN 
R.D. No.2, Boyertown, Pa. 
SUSAN KEGERISE 
28 E. Walnut St., Shillington, Pa. 
JOHN J. KET AS JR. 
219 Borton Dr., Woodstown, N.J. 
FRANK J. KIDDER III 
17 E. Dartmouth Cir. , Media, Pa. 
KATHLEEN B. KIMENHOUR 
94 Woodland Dr. , New Britain, Pa. 
ARTHUR R. KING JR. 
29 Park Ave., Island Heights, N.J. 
RACHEL A. KING 
Pine Grove Farm, Bx 29, Waverly, Pa. 
ROBERT A. KING 
2460 S. Lumbar St., Allentown, Pa. 
ALAN M. KLUMP 
13-08 Eastern Dr., Fair Lawn, N.J. 
DA VID R. KOEHLER 
703 Tolgate Rd., Quakertown, Pa. 
ROBERT M. KOSLAP 
24 Main St., Freeland, Pa. 
FRANCES E. KRAUS 
514 Wiltshire Rd., Upper Darby, Pa. 
KATHLEEN A. KRON 
32 Park Ave., Morristown, N.J. 
DIANA V. KRUSEN 
348 Oakland Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
MARTIN B. KUNTZ 
206 W. Fornance St., Norristown, Pa. 
TOM P. LAPSA 
1106 Andover Rd., Baltimore, Md. 
LINDA A. LARLICK 
Dillon Rd., R.D. No.3, Doylestown, 
Pa. 
ANDREW J. LARSEN 
106 Cardinal Ave., Villas, N.J. 
MARY C. LAWRENCE 
2636 Woodside Rd., Bethlehem, Pa. 
MARY C. LECLEIRE 
7 S. Providence Rd., Wallingford, Pa. 
ROBERT B. LEMAN 
206 Ballymore Rd., Springfield, Pa. 
CHERYL A. LENICH 
.3130 Stoudtsfry Brdg. , Reading, Pa. 
BARBARA R LEWIS 
419-14th St., Honesdale, Pa. 
STEPHEN P. LOCKYEAR 
47 Sutton PI, Pleasantville, N. Y. 
EDWARD A. LODGE 
1401 Astor St. , Norris town, Pa. 
ROBERT K. LOWDEN 
Eagleville Rd., Norristown, Pa. 
SUSAN U. LYNCH 
7 Harrison Ave., Clifton Heights, Pa. 
KENNETH MACLEOD 
412 Schollar La., Springfield, Pa. 
ROBERT W. MAGEL JR 
38 Halsey Lane, Closter, N.J. 
BERNARD J. MAHER 
1032 Cardinal Rd., Audubon, Pa. 
ANDREW F. MALONE 
6712 Caneel Court, W. Springfield, 
Va. 
VICTOR J. MAROTTA 
29 Church St. , Franklin, N.J. 
CAROL L. MARTIN 
336 Lynn Rd., Springfield, Pa. 
MELVIN H. MAYS 
923 Columbia Ave., Pam lyra, N.J. 
ALAN W. McALARNEY 
9 Park Ave., Hatboro, Pa. 
ROBERTJ.McDONALD 
34 Macopin Ave., Montclair, N.J. 
MARGARET P. McKEON 
156 Brookside Ave., River Vale, N.J. 
TO LYNNE McNAMEE 
901 Fairview St., Riverside, N.J. 
RUTH F. McNAUGHT 
757 E. Main St., Lansdale, Pa. 
RICHARD S. MEALS 
1437 Keystone Ave., Upper Darby, Pa. 
MARY K. MEYERS 
Box 47, Easton Rd., Plumsteadville, 
Pa. 
EDWARD T. MIHALY 
11th Ave., Dorothy, N. J. 
ALLEN G. MILLER 
340 Conover St. , Bmlington, N.J. 
GERALD L. MILLER 
806 N. Lewis Rd., Royersford, Pa. 
TOSEPH H. MILLER 
R.D. No.2, East Stroudsbmg, Pa. 
ROBIN S. MILLER 
609 Grater Rd. , Graterford, Pa. 
CHARLES M. ~IILLlREN III 
531 N. Phillips St., Seaford, Del. 
THOMAS R MOOERS 
139 Dresden Ave., Gardiner, Me. 
MAUREEN A. MURPHY 
522 Greenwood Ave., Riverside, N.J. 
DORIS A. MYERS 
Box 126 RD. No.1, Spring City, Pa. 
TERRY O. MYERS 
66 Warren St., Beverly, N.J. 
MEREDITH K. NEELY 
215 W. Miami Ave., Cherry Hill, Pa. 
SUSAN E. NEFF 
N. Main St., East Prospect, Pa. 
ALBERT T. NICHOLL 
314 Shaw Rd., Ridley Park, Pa. 
BARBARAJ,NIELSON 
830 Penllyn Pike, Blue Bell, Pa. 
PA T C. NISSLEY 
249 Eas t Main St., Bath, Pa. 
DENNIS L. O'CONNELL 
89 Merkel Rd., Gilbertsville, Pa. 
JUDITH C. OLSHEFSKIE 
222 Bryans Rd., Norristown, Pa. 
ALBERT M. OPENSHAW 
61 Saxer Ave., Springfield, Pa. 
JOSEPH A. OROSZ 
632 W. Bridge St., Phoenixville, Pa. 
TOHN S. PAULEY 
S22 W. Bridge St., Phoenixville, Pa. 
PETER S. PEARSON 
316 Centre Ave., Newtown, Pa. 
MICHAEL L. PEASE 
22 Winfield Ct., Norwalk, Conn. 
ALVIN M. PHILPET 
School Dr., Windsor, N.J. 
JOHN S. PICCONI 
4008 Marshall Rd., Drexel Hill, Pa. 
JEANNE A. PIERCE 
7905 Dungan Rd., Philadelphia, Pa. 
MADELEINE H. POOLE 
142 W. Baltimore Ave., Lansdowne, 
Pa. 
PATRICIA A. PYLE 
85 Parker Ave., Deal, N.J. 
ROBERT A. OUIETMEYER 
2914 fichele Dr., Norristown, Pa. 
ROBERT W. RALSTON 
2315 Gray\vood Rd. , Wilmington, Del. 
JOH L. RAMSEY 
3223 Magee Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 
KRISTIN E. RAYWOOD 
3 Thurston Ave., Trenton, N.J. 
FRANCIS B. REED JR 
Magazine Rd., Sumneytown, Pa. 
MARILYN C. REED 
538 N. West Ave., Vineland, N.J. 
DOUGLAS W. REEVES 
64 N. Shore Rd., Denville, N.J. 
ROBERT N. REID 
290 Welsh Rd., Huntingdon Vly, Pa. 
LEWIS R. RHOADES III 
127 Orchard Lane, Phoenixville, Pa. 
THOMAS W. RHODY 
5249 Apache La., Drexel Hill, Pa. 
Ll DA A. RICHTMYRE 
Glen Alpine Rd., New Vernon, N.J. 
ROBERT B. ROBINSON 
122 E. Orange St., Shippensburg, Pa. 
BARBARA T. ROSE 
52 East End' Ave., Shrewsbury, N.J. 
MARK A. ROSENBERG 
515 Liberty Blvd., DuBois, Pa. 
SANDRA A. ROTHROCK 
5505 Second St., Whitehall, Pa. 
PETER A. ROZETT 
19 Prospect St., Summit, N.J. 
WILLIAM D. RUDLOFF 
705 Barclay La., Broomall, Pa. 
ROBERT S. RUHLMAN JR. 
77 Godfrey Lane, Huntingdon, N.Y. 
TONATHAN A. RUMPF 
844 Mansion Dr., Huntingdon Vly, 
Pa. 
GARY K. SAILOR 
40 N. Woodbury Rd., Pitman, N.J. 
MARILYN SARSET 
23 W064 Red Oak Dr., Glen Ellyn, Ill. 
PAUL L. SAUTTER 
Rt. No. 29, Zieglersville, Pa. 
WILLIAM A. SAVAGE 
217 Nassau PI., Norristown, Pa. 
SHEILA S. SCHMIDT 
Fern Ave., Collegeville, Pa. 
JUDITH A. SCHNEIDER 
1>.0. Box 74, Ferndale, Pa. 
THOMAS A. SCULL 
339 Rosehill PI., Elizabeth, N.J. 
EUGENE P. SEARFOSS TR. 
404 Sussex Blvd., Broomall, Pa. 
PAMELA J. SELL 
703 State St., Shillington, Pa. 
MARY A. SHANK 
809 Rathton Rd., York, Pa. 
JAMES M. SHELLEY 
259 E. Ross St., Lancaster, Pa. 
MAURICE P. SHUMAN JR. 
Peddie School, Hightstown, N.J. 
NANCY E. SIBLEY 
920 Cathedral Rd., Philadelphia, Pa. 
JILL B. SIMONE 
294 Glenn Ave., Trenton, N.J. 
TOYCE A. SMALL 
321 Stafford Ave., Laurel Spgs., N.J. 
DAVIDd' SMITH 
182 W. reenwood Ave., Lansdowne, 
Pa. 
DOUGLAS R SMITH 
412 Mansion Ave., Audubon, N.J. 
CELENAE B. SORENSON 
41 Burnham Hill, Westport, Conn. 
BRIAN L. SOUERWINE 
534 W. Washington St., Slatington, 
Pa. 
LARRY K. SPAID 
16 Hilltop Rd., Norristown, Pa. 
GREGORY A. STABILIT 
403 City Line Ave., Phoenixville, Pa. 
FRED H. STECKHAHN 
281 Euclid Ave., Manasquan, N.J. 
GWEN STEIGELMAN 
251 Kirk Lane, Media, N.J. 
GERALD P. STERNER 
210 13th St., Ocean City, Md. 
CLARE E. WHELEN 
629 University PI. , Swarthmore, Pa. 
DA VID C. WHIPP 
Horsham Rd. , RD No. 1, N. ' Vales, 
Pa. 
DELANA WIECZOREK 
639 S. Broad St., Lansdale, Pa. 
WARREN M. WILKINS 
536 Main St., Schwenksville, Pa. 
CHARLES L. WILLIAMS 
4818 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
APRIL R. WIN HAM 
305 E. Pothouse Rd., Phoenixville, Pa. 
MARY A. WISE 
562 E. Cedarville Rd., Pottstown, Pa. 
MARSHALL E. WREN 
R. D. No.3, Boyertown, Pa. 
LYNDA A. YOUNG 
3517 Bradway Blvd., Birmingham, 
Mich. 
MARK C. YOUNG 
2504 Huntingdon La., Ardmore 
PAUL S. ZAMOSTIEN 
139 Colwyn La., Bala Cynwyd, Pa. 
MARGARET A. ZA VOTSKY 
R D. No. 3, Box 279A, Somerset, N.J. 
HOLLY A. ZEHL 
223 Jefferson Ave., St. James, N.Y. 
KENNETH E. ZOLLERS 
307 N. Trooper Rd., Norristown, Pa. 
TODD T. ALLEN 
415 E. 5'th St., Boyertown, Pa. 
ROBERT BIEDLER 
529 Paper Mill Rd., Oreland, Pa. 
VIRGINIA J. DE LEON 
118 Avon Ave., Wes tville, N.J. 
JOHN M. MALONOSKI 
218 E. 7th Ave., Collegeville, Pa. 
PETER C. STOCKETT 
1515 Faxon Pky., Williamsport, Pa. 
JUDITH A. STORER 
563 Haddon Ave., Collingswood, N.J. 
DEBORAH L. STRATTON 
Box 73, Salunga, Pa. 
WILLIAM A. SWOPE 
R.D. No.1, Myerstown, Pa. 
RICHARD H. SYKES 
120 Gilmore Ave., Merchantville, N. J. 
VICTOR A. TACCONELLI 
745 Stockton Cr., Ridley Park, Pa. 
LYNN E. TALLEY 
37 N. Belfield Ave., Havertown, Pa. 
RICHARD E. TAYLOR 
RD. No.1, Factoryville, Pa. 
MICHAEL 1- TELEPCHAK 
516 Willing St. , Tamaqua, Pa. 
FRED G. TODT III 
310 S. Easton Rd., Glenside, Pa. 
SAMUEL C. TOTARO 
Eben PI., Glassboro, N.J. 
GREGORY A. TRACEY 
Field St., Pottsville, Pa. 
NEIL B. TYTLER 
52 Sixth Ave., Collegeville, Pa. 
ROBERT L. VANDERLIN II 
2450 Blair St., Williamsport, Pa. 
LINDA B. VAN HORN 
7808 Conwell Rd., Laverock, Pa. 
ELIZABETH C. WAGNER 
404 Tome St. , Ridley Park, Pa. 
ALLAN M. WALSTAD 
1689 Pennington Rd., Trenton, N.J . 
MARY P. WATSON 
20 E. Morgan St. , Phoenixville, Pa. 
RICHMOND C. WATSON 
St. Peters, Pa. 
STEPHEN M. WEISS 
2984 Eastburn Ave., Broomall, Pa. 
ROBERT G. WELSH 
30 Johns Rd., Cheltenham, Pa. 
Mr. & Mrs. Perry Siegel 
Frederich J. Pumo 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Lausch 
Mr. & Mrs. Acis Jenkinson, 3rd 
Mrs. Clifford M. DeLeon 
Mr. & Mrs . Russell T. Wall, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Malcolm W. Ashby 
Drs. Theodore & Jean Radomski 
Louis W. Labaw 
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin A. Meyer 
Mr. & Mrs. Albert Scull 
Mr. & Mrs. Louis W . Potter 
Dr. & Mrs. Philip M. Irey 
Dr. & Mrs. T. F. Weiland 
Edward F. Dirks 
Mr. & Mrs. Roger B. Smith 
Frederick J. Faux, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. Clyde S. Miller 
Mr. Perry Benson 
Dr. & Mrs. Oscar Rozett 
Mr. & Mrs. William R. Maurer 
Theophilus M. Holcombe, V 
Anthony J. Mancuso 
Price Fernon 
Dr. & Mrs. Willis G. Frick 
Mr. & Mrs. R. Ford Rea 
Howard A. Frisch 
Mr. & Mrs. L. Negus 
Mr. & Mrs. Wilson A. Cannon 
Dr. Irving J. Wenof 
Mrs. Fern D. Chase 
Barbara M. Danner 
Mr. George H. Miller 
Mr. John M. Reid 
Cynthia L. Doty 
Patrons 
Arthur & Ruth Hendricks 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph M. Spagnola 
Robert A. Scappa 
Fred H. Steckhahn 
Mr. & Mrs. William Castan, Sr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Eliot Stellar 
Mr. & Mrs. John J. Ketas 
Michael Mahalchick 
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Rosenburg 
Dr. & Mrs. Malcolm E. Kneeland 
Mr. & Mrs. Curtis C. Swope 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert T. Petruzzo, Sr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Grover Connell 
Mr. & Mrs. Jacob E. Mahler 
Frederick C. Todt, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. William Richtmyre 
Peter C. Kutra, M.D. 
Mr. & Mrs. James F. Kuntz 
Mr. & Mrs. Everett H. Murray, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard N. Sykes 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Q. Griffith 
Mr. Harry E. Broadbent, Jr. 
Daniel H. Dolch 
Mr. & Mrs. James W. Allen 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry L. Shuster, Sr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Henry P. Laughlin 
Mr. & Mrs. Dominic F. Corvaia 
Mr. & Mrs. Earl A. Trexler 
Robert A. King 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter C. Kealey, Sr. 
William M. Cotwals 
Dr. & Mrs. A. P. Clunan 
Colonel & Mrs. Charles H. Miles 
Dr. & Mrs. B. Burrill 
Michael H. Compter 
Dolores Anne Lowe 
Mr. & Mrs. Donald H. Gerber 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert O. Hansen 
Mr. & Mrs. James J. McDonald 
Stanley L. Brown 
James L. DeBoy 
Elaine M. DeBoy 
Mr. & Mrs. John Wasko 
Lewis P. Orchard, Jr. 
Rev. & Mrs. Abraham Zegel 
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Urian 
MI'. & Mrs. Charles F. McCOImick 
Mr. & Mrs. Norman P. Mooers 
Robert Ralston 
John F. Duffy, III 
Mrs. Wilbur B. Rose 
Mrs. Edward M. Kenney 
Mr. & Mrs . Edward R. Kelmey 
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond E. Harbaugh 
Mr. & Mrs. Albert C. Openshaw 
Alumni Patrons 
Miss Carol Williamson 
Rev. Edward Gobrecht 
Frederic & Clara Mool Lentz 
Earle J. Reichert 
Mrs. Viola (Sweigart) Beekey 
J. Richard Hart 
Nelson C. Doland, Jr. 
Mr. Herman H. Krekstein 
J. H. & Geraldine (Long) Moyer 
Mrs. Stepheny Nichols Seiter 
Mrs. John H. Delaney 
Kenneth Alan Bailey 
David A. Levitsky 
Dr. & Mrs. Theodore C. Loux 
Paul & Elizabeth Balas 
MI'. & Mrs . William Hedden 
Dr. & Mrs. Walter B. McKinney 
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel W. King 
Margaret S. Finan 
Louise A. Adams 
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas D. Garner 
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Darreff, Jr. 
Mrs. Anna L. Wilkins 
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Benner, III 
Dr. & Mrs. Bernard B. Zamostien 
Mr. Frank C. Brandt 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Watson 
Mr. John J. O'Grady, Jr. 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas J. Murphy 
Mr. & Mrs. A. G. Tracey 
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Bergmann 
Dr. & Mrs. John H. Bland 
Faculty Patrons 
Dr. & Mrs. E. Vernon Lewis 
Mrs. John Bicking 
Dr. William J. Phillips 
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas R. -Middleton, Jr. 
Esther S. Cope 
Barbara B. Zikmund 
Dr. & Mrs. G. Sieber Pancoast 
Dr. & Mrs. William B. Williamson 
Dean & Mrs . William S. Pettit 
Dr. & Mrs. Ronald E. Hess 
Dr. & Mrs. Donald J. Hunter 
Dr. & Mrs. B. M. Anand 
Dr. & Mrs. Herman M. Wessel 






Alpha Sigma Nu Tau Sigma Gamma 
Kappa Delta Kappa 
Omega Chi 
and 
Phi Alpha Psi 
The I nter Sorority Council 
Congratulations 
The Class of '71 
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PARKER & CO. 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
PHILADELPHIA 3 : 1616 Walnut 51. • KI5·1700 
INSURANCE BROKERS 
"Consultin9 and Actuarial Service" 
NEW YORK. PHILADElPHIA' BOSTON' WASHIN(aON, D.C. 
ATLANTA· CORAL GABLES' JACKSON\' ILLE 
SAN FRANCISCO 
James o. Sacks 




" Form Mode 
Ice Cream" 
5th & Main Streets 
Collegeville, Po . 
Sunoco Service Station 
General Repair Work 
Inspections 
V. W. Repair Specialized 
Collegeville, Po. Tel: 489-9931 
HEFELFINGER t il STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY 
"88·2398 - STUDIO 
313 MAIN .T"IUT COLL~G~VILLK. ~A. 1.4 •• 
Congratulations 
from 


































Fooe SERVICE EQUIPMENT 
Union Hill Industrial 
Park 
JOHN C. TOWNSEND 
& SONS 
258 
P.O . Box 134 
Feasterville, Pennsylvania 
" Coffee & Tea " 









Telephone: 825- 1050 
Area Code: 215 
West Conshohocken, Pa. 19428 
IRWIN & LEIGHTON, INC. 
BUILDI-NG CONSTRUCTION 
1505 RACE STREET 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19102 
LOCUS T 8-6060 
- Founded 1909 -
SUPERIOR TUBE 
liThe Big Name in Small Tubing" 
Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
259 
Phone Service 24 Hours Around the Clock 
215-627 -8450 
PIERCE & REESE, Inc. 
" Just Consistently Fine" 
Meots-Pou Itry- Provisions-F rosted Foods 
Exclusive Distributor for Award Brand Delicacies 
Pennsylva nia , Delaware, and Southern 
New Jersey 








460 Main Street 
Collegeville. Pa. 
SMALE'S PRI NTERY 
" For All Your Printing Needs" 




EQUIPMENT CO., INC. 
F arm and Industrial Equipment 
Route 29, Collegeville, Pa. 




Purveyors of Top Quality 
Poultry-Butter-Eggs-Cheese 
Margarine-Shortening 
Fresh and Frozen Poultry Specialties 
Since 1860 
Reading Terminal Market 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
215-922-2421 
WELCOME NEW ALUMNI 
" . ..... I remember the game .... . " 
Best Wishes & Congratulations 
URSINUS COLLEGE ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION 
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CARL W. FERRIS 






FLIGH T S C HOOL - CHARTER SERVICE - MA I NTENANCE 
R ENTALS 
AIR-GO, INC. 
PERKIOMEN VALLEY AIRPORT 
PH ONE ( 2 15 ) 489 · 9881 
F~A . A . A P PRO V E D 
V .A . APPRO VE D 
CE SS N A DE ALER 
Wayside Furniture Store 
Route 422, West 01 Trappe 
(Next to Hi-Way Drive-In Theater) 
TED J. LOSCH, Mgr. 
See this area 's largest selection of Fine Furniture, 
Carpet, Bedding, Accessories 
COMPLETE FREE DECORATING SERVICE 
Open Daily, 9 to 9 Including Saturday Evening 
Plenty of Free Parking - Liberal Credit Terms - HUxley 9-9305 
Compliments of 
THE INDEPENDENT 
Collegeville , Pa. 
Publisher and Printer 
NORRISTOWN ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. 
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 
SUPPLIES, LIGHTING FIXTURES and EQUIPMENT 
314 W . MAIN STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA 








One Mile North, Greenlane, Po. 
Route 29 







THE OLD LANDMARK 
Restaurant 
Germantown Pike 
and Trooper Road 






ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
Lambda Upsilon Chapter 
MILO'S COUNTRY HOUSE 
Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge 
American and Continental 
Cuisine 
Banquet Facilities 
Route 422 Limerick, Pa. 
495-7521 
PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL 
Smorgasbord 
Fri. and Sat. 4-9 Sun. and Holidays 12-8 
Dinners- Luncheons-Banquets 
Private Dining Rooms 
Live Music Every Wednesday 
Samuel Chiccarine, Prop. Rt. 422 and 29 
















486 Main Street 
Collegeville, Po. 
489·4456 
Open Every Day But 
Monday 
"If your hair isn't 
becoming to you, you 
should be coming to us. " 
Helen Hill Beauty Salon Artex Campus Casuals 
Collegeville Pharmacy Maier's Bakery 
Venturi, Inc. The Towne Florist 
A.W. Zimmerman, Jeweler 
A.W. FABER-CASTELL 
PENCIL CO., INC. 
Newark, New Jersey 
Affiliated 
A.W. Faber-Castell 
Stein near Nurnberg, Germany 





Gracious Country Dining 
Since 1798 
Route 422 




409 West Queen lane 
Philadelphia, Po. 19144 Since 1899 
To 
STUDIOS, INC. 
10 I 0 CHESTNUT STREET 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19107 
the only complete service 
for a successful yearbook .. 
from photography 
to lithography 
A total range of Graphic Arts Services 
provided on a completely flexible basis 
to suit your own individual requirements. 
BRADBURY, SAYLES, O'NEILL - PARAGON 
affiliated with HERFF JONES 
Printing. Publishing· Photography 
CHRYSLER BUILDING· NE\I\I YORK, N. Y. 10017 
Official Photographer 
for 
The 1969 Ruby 
Yearbook Photography Di\'is;oll . VICTOR DIN.IL.L aTUDIO. 




William H. Herr, Inc. 
BUTTER- EGGS- POU L TRY 
102 Clearfield Ave. Norristown, Po. 
Phone 275-9114 
.-
--[ "lll S ~ ""At'" 
lUNCHEONETU 
.. 




Beef and Ale Limerick 









Class of 1923 
Compliments of 
T.J. COPE 
Division of Cyprus Mines Corp. 
SYNTHANE CORPORATION 
Manufacturers of Laminated 
Plastics 
We Thank & Congratulate 
The Class of '69 
For Their Contributions 
and their Graduation ... 
The Class of '72 
Oaks Pennsylvania 
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Pottstown Disposal Service, Inc. 
Pottstown, Pa. 
" POTTSTOWN'S DEPENDABLE GARBAGE AND ASH 
SERVICE" 
INDUSTRIAL AND CONTAINERS 
PHONE 326-6050 
Compliments of 






Borzillo Bakery, Inc. FOR 
9 S. Forest Ave. FARM, HOME, AND GARDEN 
Norristown, Po. 43 W . THIRD AVENUE 




Linen Supply Company 
I I th at Oxford Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
POWERS 
"Di.<tinctin: Ladies & Mens Wear" 
313 MAIN STREET 
Collegeville, Pa. 
BOTANY .. Wt)'. - ARROW & VAN H[~EN SHUlTS 
LADY AllOW· JANTZEN 
Flowers Are Always Welcome 
RISHER'S FLOWERS 
WE GROW OUR OWN 









Samuel c. Bond 













Class of '69 
Honor Ursinus 
as it enters 
It's lOOth year ... 
I t is with deep gratitude that we 
recognize and thank all who have 
contri buted to this effort. 
Mary, Bobbi, Tom, & Jolene 
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